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The fathers of the children refuse to
accompany the officers to Chicago to
follow up the clue, saying they fear
AN INSANMIEGENEBATE for their lives If they go.
CITIZENS ARE BUYING ARMS
Trunks are Found
Chicago, Aug. 4. The trunks billed
DR. M'DONALD SAYS IT WOULD BE to
STOCK.
Benedetto Louis and supposed to TOURISTS DESERTING
HOLM TO ESCAPE POSSIBLE
DANGEROUS TO RELEASE
contain the bodies of Grace and To- masso Vivlano, were located at the
HIM
INJURY
Adams express company here today
but they are not believed to contain
COUNSEL' FIGHTS HARD the bodies. The trunks are held wait SUPPLIES ARE CUT OFF
ing the arrival of a claimant.
MAKMORSCHAUSER
ING DESPERATE ATTEMPT TO
WIN CASE

HELD TO GRAND JURY
FOR SHOOTING

FERRIES TIED UP, CURTAILING
SHIPMENT OF LIFE'S NECES-- (
SITIES

CATTLE

KIth and

son, Marion Keith,
Thaw's who live on claims in the northern
R. W.

White Plains, N. Y., Aug. 4.
attorneys are preparing now to prove
that Thaw's alleged delusions regarding the treatment of young girls by
Stanford White, were well founded.
His chief counsel prepared the way
for this when he had Thaw identify an
affidavit by Ada G. Dickhart It Is
supposed that Mr. Morschauser will
build the remainder of the case
around this affidavit. "'
Dr. Austin Flint, who yesterday declared Thaw a paroniac and incurable,
was the first witness today. Counsel
Morschauser amused thvse In the
court room when he attacked' the
vitation of the witness by producing
a can of baking powder bearing Flint's
endorsement, which he said contained
alum. District Attorney Jerome en
abled Dr. Flint to explain that he did
not authorize the endorsement and
threatened legal action if it was used.
"Did you testify before the sanity
commission that Thaw, in the progress of exaggerated ego, had reached
a stage of grandeur?" asked Morschauser. "I probably did," answered
Dr. Flint.
Declares Thaw Incurable
Jerome then called the last of the
state experts. Dr. Carlos F. McDonald, president of the state lunacy commission. Jerome read passages from
learned authorities, regarding paranoia, applicable to Thaw and Dr. McDonald agreed with these. Dr. McDonald endeavored to make clear by
illustrations the danger of releasing a
paranoiac and said that Thaw wis
suffering form "paranoia of a degenerate type" and wa Incurable. By a
degenerate type he said he meant a
person who never had attained the
normal type. He characterized Thaw's
manner on the witness stand, in the
.
present hearing as "frivolous, show-no appreciation of the Importance
of the proceedings.

part of Chaves county, were arrested
last Saturday on the charge of shooting cattle that belonged to the K Bar
(K ) outfit owned by R. C. Graves &
son. They waived preliminary examination and were bound over to the
grand jury under a bond of $500, The
defendants claim they were Bhooting
rabbits.
KENTUCKY

'

JUDGE FINDS
CITY ELECTION

VOID

had time or stamps to mail them. The
two letters with the Collins signature
are written in the same hand as some
notes In a small note book found in
the pockets of Collins at the time of
his arrest. This seems to point con
clusively, the Pueblo sheriff says, to
the correctness of the theory that Collins owns the grip. The inside cover
of the note-boobears the name "C. C.
Cattim" or "Cattrin." The notes in
the book were not legible as they were
In some cipher code. In the grip was
also found a cipher code, but It does
not appear to be the key to the notations In the little book. The code
SPANISH
VOLUNTEERS
SUDDEN was not in nhe
of Collins.
A letter from W. G. Southern in
LY BESIEGE RECRUITING
Prescott, Ariz., to Flagstaff says that
STATIONS
the writer Is enclosing a registered
letter containing $10 which he had re
If ANT TO FIGHT MOORS ceived from Douglas, Ariz. In one of
the letters signed C. C. Collins there
is something Bald about receiving the
tCVERNMENT REPORTS TRAN $10 all right and telling that he needed
it all the time. '
QUILITY REIGNS THROUGH.
The fact that three names, C. C. PerOUT KINGDOM
kins, C. C. Collins, and C. C. Cattrin all
have "C. C." as the Initials is thought
ALL
BARCELONA
IN
by the officers. It is oftnoteworthy
(PET
en the baolt of persons using aliases
to rwtain the initials of their legal
THERE name in passing under the other
HOWEVER, REVOLUTION
MAY FLARE UP AGAIN AT
names.

Stockholm, Sweden, Aug. 4. While
the general strike called for today was
not entirely effective, the labor situation in Sweden is becoming very serious. All the street cars and cabs
stopped today, and the troops are
guarding the railroad tracks, gas and
electric light plants. The strikers
threaten to call out all the laboring
men unless the troops are withdrawn.
Citizens are arming themselves and
tourists have deserted the city. All
milk supplies are cut off and babies
are suffering. The ferries have stopped operating and food supplies are
The strikers
rapidly diminishing.
claim all railroad, postofflce, telegraph
and telephone employees and printers
will go out by the end of- the week.

Watts
Lexington, Ky., Aug.
Parker" tod y declared the taction of
city officers in 1907 null and void on
the grounds of fraud and corrupt methods. He will oust the mayor and three
other democratic officials from office.
The court held that the republicans
did not prove their own election, but
GI3BONS BELIEVES TOTAL
did prove the election was void and
ABSTINENCE IMPRACTICABLE
for fraud.
-
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PASS
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UP

LINES
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URGENCY
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SURE PUEBLO BANDIT IS

Bogota, Aug. 4. Gonzales Valencia
was elected today president of Colombia to fill the unexpired term of Gen.
Reyes, resigned. This means he will
hold office about a year. Valencia
was proclaimed president by the revol-ln-

r
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BAUER

KILLED

After a bhort trial. in the district enough evidence is found to convict
court
at Pueblo, C. C. Collins, who ten him of either or both of the crimes
ntionists a month ago but disavowed
committed here, then he will be
the revolution. ,
days ago held up a street car in that
on his release
promptly
city, robbing the conductor and pass- from the penitentiary at
Canon
engers of about $100, was found guilty City and
here to answer a
brought
sentence
of highway robbery and his
charge of highway robbery and murdeferred until August 7.
'
der.
- Late developments show that Collins
Tell-Tal- e
Grip
is in all probability the same man
The
evidence found
damaging
moiji
who held up a traction car here on
the man, that would connect
against
Conductor
21,
George him
July
shooting
with the Las Vegas crimes, was
Schmidt through the hand when he
in a grip, which he left at a saloon in
farmers.
fide
bona
and
actual
to
settlers
refused
obey the highwayman's Pueblo. While. Collins now
D. A. Camfield, of Greeley, Colo.,
says this
Upon receipt of Mr. Camfield's tele- command to throw up his hands. And
the capitalist who has had a corps
in. which the plunder of his holdgrip,
not
could
he
Collins
possibly get if is more than likely that
gram that
up in Pueblo was found, was stolen
of engineers in the field here for here before August 11th, the grant is the same
highwayman who about
a
him from another saloon in that
several weeks, making surveys for
from
board extended his option
July 1 o'clock ithe morning following the by
it is thought this statement was
reservoir that will certainly be 6th, the date of its expiration, to the hold-uof the street car near the city,
made
by him in fear that something
Babuilt, wired from Denver today that 12th inst. The, business men of this sanitarium, shot and killed James
would be found in the grip, pointing
reare
Meridian
at
the
and
in
the
that city by city
people generally
ker, night manager
he will be detained
to his guilt of the hold-up- s
in other
of restaurant on Railroad avenue.
pressing business till the 11th, when joicing over the early construction
cities,
Colo.,
including
Trinidad,
Las,
Las
this reservoir.
Evidence Almost Conclusive
he will start immediately for
Vegas and Phoenix, Arizona.
has
Collins
Ait
and
his
reservoir
trial
since,
prop
the
Vegas and take up
Collins admits that he was in Phoe- carefully guarded himself for fear he nix, Laa
osition with the board of trustees of ALDERMAN URGES CITY
Vegas and Trinidad but
TO LAND BIG FIGHT would say something that would conthe Las Vegas grant. In the meanhe ,8 Innocent of the hold- that
8wears
'
noct him with the two Las Veeas
time, he has Instructed the chief enr
in these places. .
4. Declaring that crimes, and although he vigorously
glneer in charge of the. surveys here, Denver, Aug.
was
mo
a
ex
ttu
iu
ur
6i
hold-ulp
receipt
great benefit would accrue to the nles any connection wfth the
to keep his men in the field, crosa-secpress package, marked on the receipt
city of Denver from the advertising and murder in this city, the evidence as "Bdle" the abbreviation used to In
J
tioning the land. .
alThis means beyond peradventure it would give, Alderman Thomas Hy-th- implicating him in both crimes, is
dicate bundle. This was sent by C. C.
the reservoir is a sure go. All t der last night introduced a resolution most conclusive.
:
fertcms at AiDuquerque to the same
The Pueblo authorities. together
that is now necessary to be done is jat a meeting of the aldermen, asking
man at Las Vegas. A post card sent
and
county
to enter into a contract, by the terms j the use of the influence of the board with the Las Vegas city
out by the Las Vegas office of the ex
movearenow
the
Jeffries-Johnsoof
fleers.
tracing
prizo
of which the land which Mr. Camfield to secure the
press company notifying Perkins of
is to receive for tne construction 01 fight for Denver. The resolution de- - ments of Collins before his arrival the
rceipt'of the package in Las Ve
a
off
he
where
jou
pulled
this great irrigation project, which clares the business men express ijiu Pueblo,
was. also found among the effects.
gas
o
subse-twill be worth more to this' immediate readiness to raise sufficient money that resulted In his arrest and
Letters are Found
he
which
for
and
The resolution quent conviction,
secure the ficht.
vicinity than another railroad, will be
Two letters signed C. C. Collins were
- must serve a sentence in the Colora- commitwas
unneces
to
referred
without
on
the
market
Judiciary
the
placed
do penitentiary. In the j event that, also found. Evidently the man had not
sary delay and sold in small tracts to tee.
g

PROJECT

THAT IRRIGATION

BE

SECOND JUROR CHOSEN
TO TRY PAT CALHOUN
The
Madrid, Aug.
Washington, Aug. 4. An agreement
government!
today Issued an official announcement
San Francisco, Aug. 4. Thomas has been, entered into between Senat
that tne kingdom was tranquil from
a retired saloon keeper, was or Aldrlch and the senate leaders and
Green,
Biscay to the Mediterranean. It is
Aid- stated that volunteers and reservists temporarily passed upon last night as the leaders of the house, whereby
Calsecond
to
the
Patrick
rich agrees to defeat all amendments
Juror
try
are now flocking to the recruiting stahoun, of the United Railroads, on a to the corrected tariff conference re
tions for service in Morocco.
all
Senor Solortega, a republican sen charge of bribery. Green appeared to port. Under this understanding
ator, who has "just returned from Bar have no opinions regarding the case such amendments, especially those re
celona, says the revolutionists did not that brought objections from either ferring to a reduction in boots, shoes
commit a single assassination or act side, and professed to have taken lit- and harness will he laid on the table.
n
When the house convened today it
of cruelty, but that when the Inmates Ue interest ltt th many
nu
tne gratt prosecution.
was the Intention that the conference
Ha
of relieimm lnt.ltntlm.
loft tv, neciel-wrepc-- t on the urgent deficiency hill
buildings, these were burned.
snould be given Immediate consideraROSWELL
MAN
RRESTED
Barcelona a Powder Magazine
ON A SERIOUS CHARGE tion. This was prevented by RepresBarcelona, Aug. 4. Barcelona is
entative Macon, who refused to give
quist, but there is considerable ap- Deputy Sheriff O. Z. Ftnley of'Ros-wel- l, unanimous consent. After amending
prehension regarding the future. The
went to Clovis Sunday and serv- the rules the committee presented a
terrible repressive methods of the
a
ed
on J. M. Dixon, charging resolution covering the case. The rewarrant
authorities
have
left
a
military
deep
him
with
disposing of mortgaged prop- port was presented by Chairman Taw-ne- y
reeling of resentment
among the
and its discussion taken up.
Mr.
Dixon was arraigned before
erty.
masses, and it is feared the revolu
Mr. Payne said he did not anticipate
tion may flare up again. The peopte Justice A. J. Welter at Hoswell and
are clamoring for the release of hun waived preliminary examination, giv- any difficulty in getting the resoludreda of military prisoners from the ing bond for his appearance before tion through the house but other mem
the grand jury to answer the charge. bers of the house think there will be
dungeons at Fort Montjuich.
difficulty in getting a quorum and1 believe
the adoption of the resolution
OFFICERS SHOOT EACH
GRATEFUL TO ASSAILANT
will be postponed till December.
OTHER BY MISTAKE
WHO SHOT OUT TOOTH

I

COLOMBIA IS ELECTED

TO!

4.

Chicago, Aug. 4. Cardinal Gibbons,
WAREHOUSE COLLAPSES;
who passed through here on his way
ONE DEAD, SEVERAL INJURED
to dedicate the new cathedral at Salt
Lake, stated last night that while he
Visalia, Calif., Aug. 4. The collapse was heartily in sympathy with the
of a grain warehouse at Corcoran last total abstinence movement, he feels
night killed an unknown Mexican, se- that it will prove impracticable to enOklahoma City, Okla., Aug 4. While
New York, Aug. 4. When Francis
the
riously injured M. H. Rowley,
force total abstinence in the large ci searching for ' Will Hendrix, an es- Canovic shot Gus Williams he did
foreman, and is believed to bae ties. "If the laws providing, for the caped convict, under life sentence for the latter a favor and Williams re
burled several others under an imrevoking of licenses in the big cities murder, James Russell and Joseph fuses to prosecute. The shot passed
mense flood of grain. A large force are
enforced, I fear the result will be O'Brien, deputy sheriffs, last night shot through both cheeks, taking with it
a
in
is today removing tons of wheat
a surreptitious sale of liquor," he each other by mistake. Russell was fan aching tooth. Relieved from all
search for the victims. The sause of said. '
ehot through the head and may die.
pain and the fear of torture in the
the accident is unknown.
dentist's chair, Williams is grateful to
his assailant.
NEW PRESIDENT OF
BIG

(

EDITION.

AMENDMENTS

HEART

f

ATTORNEY

FIVE O'CLOCK

It's So

k

ABLE

.

AUG. 4, 1909

CHANGE OF

SWEDEN

HIM INCUR-

WEDNESDAY,

BIG STRIKE EXPERIENCE

here of three Italians today.
The men arrested are Pletro Fanare,
a grocer, Lamantia Giroloma,
and
the driver of the grocer's wagon. Domino Luttico. Giroloma admits taking
three trunks to the express officp,
where they were shipped to Benedetto TROOPS

GLOOMY
LUNACY

IN TRUNKS

St. Louis, Aug. 4. That Grace and
Tommasso Vivlano, the two Italian
children who were kidnapped from
their home here Monday, and now held
in
for a $25,000 ransom,
trunks and shipped to Chicago, Is the
belief of the police, after the arrest

THAW IS

DECLARES

SHIPPED

KIDNAPPERS

outlook roe

HEAD OF

In Th

CALEB

POWERS WILL
ENTER POLITICAL ARENA

Lexington, Ky., Aug. 4. Caleb Pow
of state, thrice con
ers,
victed of complicity in the murder of
William Goebel, has thrown down the
gauntlet to his political enemy, Representative Don F. Edwards, and has
announced that he will be a candidate for the republican nomination in
PRIEST INDICTED ON
TWENTY-EIGHCOUNTS the Eleventh district against Edwards.
Efforts by Powers' friends to influence him against making another enNew Orleans, Aug.
indictments for grave crimes, of which try Into the political arena have failed
three charge criminal libel, were re- signally. Leading republicans fear
turned against Rev. John J. Holtgrove, Powers' candidacy will result in tlra
pastor of a Catholic church at Plaque- - j biggest political split ever known in
mine, La., by the grand jury today. I Kentucky.
T

BUFFALO

JONES CAPTURES A

'

IS PRACTICALLY

ASSURED

p

Pirated

p

-,

n

I

-

MOUNTAIN

LION BARE HANDEB

The Wells-FargExpresp company's
had rather an unin
this
city,
agent
usual package to deliver today, and
one that he will take pains to guard
carefully, for it he should lose it, he
could not replace it easily. The package referred to is a crate in whieh
mountain lion.
reposes a
The animal Is consigned to Charles
(Buffalo) Jones in this dty, and was
captured by Mr. Jones himself, about
forty miles from the site of El Tovar
CoL
hotel, at the Grand, Canyon.
carried
and
animal
the
Jonea lassoed
it to the station on mule back. Until
today the animal has refused to eat,
but it is now making up for it fast
ing. It Is a large, beautiful specimen,
and would be a valuable addition to
any zoological garden.
'
According to thu beast's captor,
"Buffalo Jones," he caught the lion
just nineteen days ago, since which
time it has not eaten any food until
These lions are very cuntoday.
and
it in difficult, unless they
ning,
are en the verge of starvation, to grt
o

full-size-

them to eat anything that is not killed
'
by them. They are especially fond
of rabbits, devouring them in one
mouthful.
The lion will be taken to the J. D.
Hand ranch this evening, where it
will be placed In a large pen, fed live
rabbits and kids, and after it has
rested and become half way accustomed to its restricted mode of life, will
be taken to New York, where It will
occupy a cage in front of a theatre-iGotham, where Col. Jones will exhibit his famous motion picture filme,
shown here recently.
Col. Jones arrived in the city this
afternoon from Arizona, where he has
been several weeks looking after his
ranch on the Little Colorado river,
where he has about one hundred head
of cattle which are a cross between a
cow and a buffalo, and whose hide ia
almost as fine as the finest sable fur.
He brought some of these hWes,,wb.kh
make exquisite rugs, back with ii'.nx
and has them on exhibition here. Th
-olenrl will be here a wwk r ten
vs.
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is very neatly gotten up an1 relieves
:he stationmaster and ticket clerk of
much work in dispensing information

PURPOSES OF THAI NEW

as to the arrival and departure of
trains, etc.
Yesterday afternoon the fastest run
on record between La Jun'a and Las
Vegas was made by No. 9, the transcontinental mail train, with the full
regular equipment. It took this fast
train of the Santa Fe system Just 5
hours and 41 minutes to make the run
of 248 miles over the hardest grades
and crooked road bed on the whole
line. The train was in charge of Conductor Chas. H. Stevenson, and for
the first part of the run. Engineer O.
B. Juett was at the throttle, while
Sam Ruby flinshed the last lap.
The county assesor at Trinidad,
Colo., notified the Santa Fe Railroad
company and the Cherokee-PittsburCoal & Mining company, both of
Kansas, of a change in their
schedule that will Increase the valuation of their property in that county
over $j0,000. The notification to the
Santa Fe says that the Cardenas hotel
building and the lota on which it is
located have been taken out of the list
of property used for railroad purposes
and placed on the regular schedule.
County Assessor Kane at Trinidad
holds that the hotel grounds are not
used for railroad purposes, but are un
der a lease to Fred Harvey, and
should be taxed accordingly. The as
sessed valuation of the building is $20,.
000 and that of the lots 12,599. The
notification to the coal company is
made because it Is supposed to be operated by the Santa Fe. The action tak
en with respect to the Harvey bouse
will be followed with interest all over
the country, as it Is said this is the
first step taken to place any of thi
Santa Fe eating houses on the regul
ar tax schedule. The matter will un
doubtedly be threshed out In the
courts.

being handled on a schedule of 176
H. E. Fell, chief clerk to
Superintendent J. M. Kurn here, Is hours from Chicago to Tacoma, which
president of the local lodge of the is sixteen hours faster than the preAmerican Railroad Employes and In- vious usual fast schedules.
Bert H. Smith, an electrician in the
vestors' association, whose declaration
signal service of the Santa Fe here,
of principles follows:
"Its purpos" shh'l be, by all law- accompanied his wife up the road a
ful methods, to cultivate and maintain short ways, Sunday, on her trip to
between Its members such a spirit of Chicago, Duluth, Niagara Falls and
mutual Interest end such concern on other eastern points.
Engineer Fred Kammer, who accomtho part of all of them for the welthe body of the late Engineer
railpanied
of
American
fare and prosperity
George Rue back to the old home in
roads as will best promote their
and profitable operation, for the Plalnfleld, N. J., for interment, resumbenefit alike of hetr employes. Invest- ed duty at the throttle on No. 7 passenger train last evening.
ors and the public;
In the "Summary of passenger train
"To encourage by every proper method, cordial and friendly feeling on movement for the month of May, 1909"
the part of the public toward Ameri Issued by the public service commission, 6tate of New York, second discan railroads and their business;
"To publicly provide means and trict, the Lackawanna railroad again
methods for obtaining consideration leads all the large steam railroads in
and hearing from tll legislate hndk-- average percentage of trains on time,
and commissions empowered rto enact with a record of 98 per cent Only 2
laws, rules and regulations affecting per cent of its total number of pas
the conduct and operation of railroads; senger trains were late during the
"To do whatever lawful things may month of May, and, according to the
be necessary In order to secure a fair report, the average delay per train
of one minreturn alike to capital and to labor run was but three-tenth- s
invested In American railroads, with ute.
The Pennsylvania railroad system's
due regard at all times to efficient
June
to
report shows payments account
and
treatment
fair
service,
safety
of relief funds amounting to $136,761.-7the public;
of which f92.5S9.95 was paid to in"This association shall at no ime
be used for partisan political purposes, capacitated members and $44,171.75 in
nor shall it take part in controversies, death benefits. The employes' relief
if any,' which may arise betweem fund of the Pennsylvania lines east of
railroad employes and railroad offi Pittsburg and Erie was established in
18S6 and on the Jines west in 18S9.
cials.
1886 the sum of $26,561,489.28
Since
of
consist
shall
"It membership
representatives of railroad employes has been disbursed to members and
their families through the relief deand investors."
P. H. Morrlssey is president of the partment of both eastern and western DEPENDENT CHILDREN TO
American Railroad Employes and In- lines.
BE GIVEN GOOD HOME
A new train board has been placed
vestors' association and C. D. Kellogg
on
wall
of
the
the
the
depot lacing
is Its secretary. Its headquarters is
In the probate court here the petiat No. 233 Railway Exchange, Chicago, platform at San, Bernardino, Cal., and
tion
of Kir. C. E. Lukens, of the New
Is
a
of
former
the
revision
111.
complete
chart announcing the arrival and de Mexico Children's Home in Albuquerparting time of trains. With the new que, asking that the children of David
RAILROAD NOTES
board, the departing time is shown and Eva Field be sent to that chariEngineer C P. Warner of this city in
the order in which they leave table institution, was favorably con
La
to
a
on
business trip
has gone
instead
of being
place. 1 accord sidered.
Junta, Colo.
as was 11 e
ro
number
their
It was represented to the court
ing
Fireman Trester was put throuugh
on
The
old
chart.
that
the
Douglas, Portia and Mm? Field,
the first degree In Odd Fellowship procedure
same arrangement is used with the aged five years, three years and six
Monday evening.
arrival of trains, the one arriving Mrst months, respectively, children of the
R. W. Whetstone and George Van
shown at the top.
The board above named parents, were residing
Arsdale are new firemen Just put to being
with the mother in squalid quarters
work in ithls city.
on the East side in destitute cir
WOMEN'S
WOES
Fireman Charles Feldel is off the
cumstances, the mother mentally unfootboard and away from the scoop
balanced and abandoned by her hus
Re
Women
Las
Are
Vegas
Finding
shovel and tallow pot for a trip or two.
'
band.
lief at Last.
Fireman L. C. Trainer has returned
little ones, who
unfortunate
The
from a visiting itrip down the line and
It does seem that women have more are said to be bright and promising.
'is once more an inhabitant of an enthan a fair "hare of the aches and have been taken to the institution for
gine cab.
who
pains that afflict humanity; they must homeless and friendless children in
C.
been
A.
has
Fireman
Ford,
the Duke City, where they are assured
ailing somewhat, has informed the call keep up," must attend to duties in of a
proper home, the love, education
of
backs,
to
it
constantly
aching
spite
pr
boys at the roundhouse to see
which will make them
and
n
training
that his name is again placed on the headaches, dizzy spells, bearing-dowuseful
and
citizens.
good
must
when
to
over,
stoop
pains; tbey
payroll.
Miss Florence Thorns, who had been stoop means torture. They must walk
Cholera Infantum Cured.
employed at the Castaneda hotel here, and bend and work with racking pains
like two years ago my
"Something
Ills
and
aches
from
intendmany
kidney
to
meet
to
Denver
her
has gone
was then about a year
which
baby,
cause
more
suffering than old, was taken seriously ill with choled under the promise of immediate Kidneys
any other organ of the body. Keep era infantum, vomiting and purging
marriage.
Garnett Burks is in charge of the the kidneys well and health is easily profusely," writes J. F. Dempsey of
Ala. "I did what I could to
stationary engine in the local rail- maintained. Read of a remedy for Dempsey,
relieve
her
but did her no good, and
cures
the
road shops, in place of Larry E. Trai- kidneys only that helps and
being very much alarmed about her
ner, who is acting engine inspector kidneys and Is endorsed by people you went for a physician but failed to find
know.
one, so came back by Elder Bros. &
till further orders.
,
store, and Mr. Elder recomJ. W. Roney is in the city from Mrs. Andres Sena, 1015 Sixth street, Carter's
mended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
N.
"The
Las
Mex.,
says:
East
hlB
Vegas,
visiting
Washington, Kansas,
and Diarrhoea remedy. I procured a
brother, Robert H. Roney, chief clerk use of Doan's Kidney Pills in our bottle of it, went home as quickly as
demonstrated their great possible and gave the baby a dose of
4to Division Foreman J. A. Talley. Mr. house has
oth the remedy. It relieved her in fifteen
Roney is a bank cashier at his home value for relieving backache and
minutes and soon cured her entirely."
v'
We
difficulties.
er
procured
kidney
town.
For sale by all dealers.
Block
PharCenter
Switchman L. C. Hazlett intended this remedy at the
leaving this afternoon on a short macy and it brought such satisfactory
Food for romance and food for scanin its
I
pleasure (trip to Kansas City. His results that publicly testified
dal are often served from the same
over two years ago. I have perplace in the local yard will be filled favor
Doan's Kidney dish.
by1 Brakeman W. L. Lucas in his ab- sonally recommended
Pills to many of my friends since
sence.
Twas a Glorious Victory.
The fast freight service maintained then."
in Fedora, Tenn. A
There's
For sale by all dealers. Tice 50c. man's life rejoicing
has been saved, and now Dr.
by the St Paul to the Pacific coast,
New King's New Discovery is the talk of
Co.,
Buffi'o,
which dates from the recent opening Foster-Milburof
to freight traffic of its Pacific coast ex- York, sole agents for the United the town for curing C. V. Pepper
"I could
hemorrhages.
deadly
lung
States.
attention
of
is
tension,
attracting the
not work nor get about, he writes,
Remember the name Spin's and "and the doctor did me no good, but.
lines as
the other transcontinental
after using Dr. King's New Discovery
well as shippers. Through freight is take no otter.
three weeks. I feel like a new man,
and can do good work again." For
weak, sore or diseased lungB, coughs
and colds, hemorrhages, hay fever, la
grippe, asthma or any bronchial af
fection it stands unriyaled. Price bOc
and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Sold and
guaranteed by all druggists.
sue-cessf-
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There is considerable speculation as
to whether President William II. Taft
and party will pass through Las. Vegas
on his trip el'.her going to or returning
from the Pacific coast in October. One
thing is sure, however, and that is that
the president will visit New Mexico
for the purpose of inspecting the great
Elephant Butte dam and reservoir
project at Engle, Sierra county, being
built under the direction of the V. 8.
reclamation service.
It is more than likely that the president will return east from California
over the Santa Fe railway, which will
give Albuquerque an opportunity to
entertain the chief executive. From
Albuquerque he will go to Engle and
thence on to El Paso, Texas, for his
meeting with President Diaz. From
El Paso the president will return to
Denver, and this Is where the speculation comes in as to whether Las Vegas will be given an opporunity to entertain him, if even for only an hour
or so.
If the president's special makes the
trip to Denver from El Paso over the
Santa Fe, then the people of this city
are sure of having an opportunity to
see him. If, however, he visits his
brother's ranch In Texas, then it is
more than likely he will go to Denver
over the Ft. Worth & Denver railroad,
and Las Vegas will be disappointed.
Albuquerque Gets Busy
That Albuquerque, as usual. Is not

letting he grass grow under its feet,
but Is already laying plans for the en- tertainmeut of the president and his
party there during the big territorial
fair, is evident from the following
story published in The Citizen of last
evening:
"President Taft will be at
during the territorial fair
This information came in
a letter today from Delegate W. H.
Andrews to President Tight, of the
fair association, enclosing also a let- It
er; from the presidents secretary
The secretary's letter follows.
The White House.
Washington, July 27, 1909.
My Dear Mr. Andrews:
Your letter of July 26th has been
received. The itinerary of the president's trip has not. been definitely
decided upon but as nearly as I can
say the president expects to be in
California from October 6th to 12th,
In Arizona on October 14th, in New
Mexico from October 15th to 17th and
in Texas from October 18th to 25th.
These dates are, of course, only tentative.
Yours very truly
FRED W. CARPENTER,
Secretary to the President.
"This letter gives assurance that
President Taft will visit New Mexico
this fall and that he will be at Albuquerque during the time the annual
fair Is In progress. As the guest of
11-1-

Remedies are Needed

Were wo perfect, which w are not, medicine would
not often be needed. But since our systems have be-

come weakened, impaired and broken down through
indiscretions which have gone on from the early ages,
through countless generations, remedies art needed to
aid Nature in correcting oar inherited and otherwise
To reach the seat of stomach
acquired weaknesses.
weakness and consequent digestive troubles, there is
nothing sa good as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discov
ery, a glycerin compound, extracted from native medicinal roots sold ior over forty years with great satisfaction to all users. For
Weak Stomach, Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Pain in the Stomach after eating,
Heartburn, Bad Breath, Belching of food, Chronic Diarrhea and other Intestinal
n
and most efficient remedy.
Derangements, the "Discovery" is a
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hall certain tr recommend them W Hif rttotla at
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For

The Bowels

SwCAW PY CATHARTIC

gT

DoGoodL
Pleasant, Pa1ntahl, Potent. TaieGod, Wo.
Ne
Jferer fclckoa. Weaken or lirip. Ita,
old In baik. The gonnin tablet Imniped CUU
tioarautead to our or your luooe back
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. W?
JUiXUAL SALE, TEN MULISH BOXES

the people of New Mexico, the president will receive the biggest welcome
he will get anywhere along the rout
he travels this fall. New Mexico people want to show him why this territory is ready for statehood and will
undoubtedly come to Albuquerque in
force to do it, while the display of resources at the fair will be sufficient to
show him that New Mexico is indus
trious enough to take care of a larger
population.
"With the assurance that the president will be here, the fair manage
ment will now go ahead with arrange
ments for his reception and entertainment while here."
Colic, Cholera and DRemedy Never Known

Chamberlain's
iarrhoea

. to Fail.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy sines
it was first Introduced to the public in
11279 anH linva nover found one in
stant where a cure was not speedily
er rectea Dy lis use. i nave Deeu a vuw
mercial traveler for elgnteen years,
unit nover etart. on a triD Without this.
nw faithful frtAnd " HflVfl H. S. Nichols
of Oakland, Ind. Ter. For sate by all
dealers.

Ve feel sorry for the man who Is
married to an imaginative woman
with nerves.
If you are all run down Foley's
Kidney Remedy will help you. It
strengthens the kidneys so they will
eliminate the impurities from the
blood that depress the nerves, and
cause exhaustion, oacKacne, rneumaic
ism and urinary irregularities, which
nn ho vtt.ni it v. Do not delav. Take
Foley's Kidney Remedy at once. O. Q.
Schaefer and Keauross urug vo.

time-prove-

The genuine has on its
outside wrapper the
Signature
secret nostrum as substitute for this
medicine, op known composition, not even though the urgent dealer may
thereby make a little bigger profit.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomach, liver ana
bowels.
tiny granules, easy to take as candy.
Yon can't afford to accept

Sugar-coate-
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Men

Days

HERE, and are, perhaps, the days when
sheer cool garments are more essential, more
appriciated, than any other time in the year.
Summer Waists and ' Dresses,' purchased now at our
greatly reduced prices will many times repay the amount
of expense in the service and comfort they insure during

RE

'

the next sixty days.

WASH DRESSES

We have about a dozen neat, serviceable wash dresses, all Spring styles, well made,
perfect fitting and nicely trimmed, made from Gingham, Chambray, Madras, and Lineni
These dresses are worth every cent of the regular price just note the prices we have put on
them to close them out.
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Mexico College

OF AGRICULTURE
AN0 MECHANIC ARTS

What makes a girl's hair so nice
and curly is her imagination,.

promote Liberal and
Practical Education."

MALL
Administration Building
HAOLEV

,

(MORRILL

MCI

Of 1862)

Toe courses m Mechanical, Electrical and Qvu
Engineering are of the highest grade. Requirements for entrance and graduation
are the same as thow of the best technical schools. Graduates from these couries
Six instructor! in engineering. Two entire
are always in demand at good salaries.
buildings (besides space in two others) are devoted to engineering, and another is
needed to accommodate machinery and electrical apparatus recently purchased.
4
urn

Beskief the College coarse in Engineering there is an Industrial Course in Practical Mechanics
which includes some high school work and a great deal of shop work, mechanical drawing, care and
operation of machinery, etc. This course is a good preparation for any of the mechanical industriea.
it can be entered by a boy who has finished the eighth grade.

3

"4

Complete couegt'ate and industrial cotmes are dfered in Agriculture, Business, and Household
Economics. Also a General Scientific CoUege course, a college preparatory course, and courses in
English and Spanish Stenography. Good facilities for studying music piano, voice, band and
Eleven
orchestra. AccaEuaodatiom ara comfortable and expenses low. Faculty of thirty-eigbuildings.

Writ for Catalogue

W. E. GARRISON

Address the President

AGRICULTURAL

COLLEGE, N. MEX.

wm
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Disagreeable at Home
Lots of men and women who are
agreeable with others, get "cranky" at
home. Its not disposition, its the liver.
If you find In yourself that you feel
cross around the house, little things
worry you, just buy a bottle of Ballard's Herbine and put your liver in
shape. You and everybody around you
will feel better for it. Price 60 cents
per bottle. Sold by Center, Block De
pot Drug Co.
Many a man leads the simple life
behind the bars."

People with chronic bronchitis, asth
ma and lung trouble, will find great
relief and comfort in Foley's Honey
and Tar, and can avoid suffering by
commencing to take it at once. O. (J.
Schaefer and Red CVoss Drug Co

One-piec-

one-piec-

one-piec-

N.EH

To
m

e
Gingham Dress, well made and nicely
trimmed, for onJy..
e
10.00 and $10.50 all Linen
Dresses, nicely
trimmed with piping, for ..... J.
e
12.50 French Madras
Dresses, a very neat
dress, well and tastefully made

$6.00

Q

J

T9

56.98

?7.98

WHITE WAISTS

GINGHAMS

Some very pretty Waists, remnats of several lines, well and neatly
made, nicely trimmed with embroidery and Val. lace,
49c
worth from 75o to f 1.50, only.

Several pieces bordered Zephyr,
Gingham, neat, desirable patterns,
fast colors, very popular,
19o
worth 25c, for
A nice assortment of fancy Zephyrs,
wide, fast colors, good
17c
patterns 25c, for

with tucks,
lace and embroidery, neat, serviceable and perfect fitting,
97c
worth $1.75 for

A good variety of styles in a Batiste waist, trimmed

Another lot of Waists made from white Lawn, Linen and Fancy
Waistings, and white Madras with colored figures, a good variety
$1.09
of st yles, worth 11.60 to $1.75, for
'

MILLINERY

,

We still have a few high class Hats,

styles,
Spring and
tastefully trimmed and worth
$5.00 to tlO.OO each. To close
them out we will cell them at
Mid-Summ- er

just
One-Ha-

lf

PRICE.

32-in-

best Scotch Ginham, fast
colors and good patterns,
worth 30c, for ..... 25o

SHOE DEPARTMENT
Ladies' Oxfords, new, nobby models, worth $3.60 and

4.00, for...
$1.98
Men's Oxfords, the "Orossett" make, worth 13.50 and 4.00, for. .. $1.98
Men's Canvas Oxfords, an ideal Hot Weather shoe,
$1.30
2
sizes
to
and
In
tan
Oxfords
leather
Patent
Calf,
Boys'
6, worth $2.50 pair, for ...$1 90
(too
Barefoot Sandals, worth 75c, for
.'.
"
"
"
65c
85o, for
" $1.00, for
"
75c
,

f
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NEW RAILROAD TO TAP
COAL FIELDS A CERTAINTY

WEDNESDAY,

AUG.

4,
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THRU

ter that he lived day

by day, a monj- ment more enduring than any of
marble or bronze, worthy the emula
tion of all men. Be it further
Resolved, That a copy of this preamble and resolutions become a ns- - t
of the permanent records of thU
board, that a copy thereof be trann-mitted to the bereaved family, to
whom this board conveys its deepest
sympathy and condolence, and a copy
be furnished to each of the local
newspapers for publication.

BIG REDUCTION

ABSORBLLTS

ON

Rubber Tire Vehicles

There's hardly anything so good for
a man's standing In a community as
to get a lot of some other fellow's
money away from Mm. New York
Press.

Durango. Colo., Aug. 4. Confirma Texico & Southwestern railroad, which
tion has been obtained of reports In was recently organized to Oulld a line
circulation here for some time that from Tucumcari, N. M southeast to
Edward H. Harriman is to build a rail Texico, and thence in the same course
road into Durango, so as to reach to a connection with the Houston ic
Dar is some men," said Uncle
the enormous coal fields In southwest Texas Central at Llano, Texas. The
Eben, "who is such natural born bul
ern Colorado and northwestern New Houston & Texas Central belongs to BIG CATTLE COMPANIES
lies dat day regards common politeMexico, which he purchased for $1,' the Harriman interests and form a
ness as a sign dat you is afraid of
MUST
TEAR
DOWN
FENCES
J. W. Reag direct line between Llano and Galves250,000 some time ago.
'em. Washington Star.
an, chief engineer of the Arizona and ton by way of Houston. '
C. I Ballard, the Ballard Land and
At Tucumcari the proposed road
Colorado railroad, is now In the field
Now that a beer tree has been disCattle
Martin V. Corn.
Company.
will
connect with the Dawson railway.
with a surveying party between Gal
in Africa, the agricultural decovered
&
L.
John
J.
Martin,
Finley,
which runs northwest from that place Lynch
lup, N. M., and Durango.
is convinced that there Is
partment
A.
R.
G.
W.
Hyde,
Forsyth,
Armstrong,
Letters have also been sent to Du- to the Dawson coal fields, 131 miles, T. R.
Rice, J. A. Cottlngham of Ros- - nothing to do but to search to the
near
the
line.
Colorado
The
Daweon
rango by Julius Kruttschmitt, director
well, and Lute Beach of Monumert. ends of the world for a pretzel bash.
of maintenance of the Harriman lines, railway is owned by the Phelps-Dodjc- e
been directed by Deputy U. S.
have
Indianapolis News.
Interests
and
be
a
used to form
may
and by Epes Randolph, Harriman'd
H.
J.
o
remove
Marshal
Smith
fences
special representative for the Southern link in the new route which, It Is said, from the
public range, wniea navo j Mr. Fatwun Don't you think I am
Pacific, at Tucson, relating to rights Mr. Harriman and associates will been erected in violation of the fedo'-H- l
suffering from overwork, doctor?
of way into Durango and terminal fa- build between Denver and the gulf. statutes.
Doc Yes; possibly.
I've noticed
The distance between Texico and Lla
cilities at this print
hard at the dinner table.
you
tolling
no
is
350
about
miles.
Between
Tex
let-te"
Fallowing the receipt of these
What you need Is a vacation on a
miles. FARMERS SHOULD
Durango business men held a ico and Tucumcari is eighty-on- e
desert island. No charge for the ad200
It
is
to
about
miles
from
Dawson
meeting in the board of trade rooms
vice. Philadelphia Bulletin.
SEND IN NAMES
and guaranteed to raise sufficient Denver, where connection would- - be
Union
made
the
with
Pacific system.
funds to secure suitable terminal facll-tie- s
"What kind of a career have you
for the new road if Harriman All told about 630 miles of track, would
Secretary George A. Fleming of the mapped out for your boy, Josh?"
have to be built to obtain this new
would build it
Commercial club, is in receipt of a let
I'm going to make a lawyer of
Chief Engineer Reagan will reach line to the gulf.
The towns of Texico and Farwell ter from C. L. Seagraves, general col- him,' answered Farmer Corntossel.
Durango in a few days to confer with
the business men. He has instruc-- i have subscribed $100,000, forty acres onization agent of the A. T. & S. F. He's got an unconquerable fancy for
tions from Julius Kruttschmitt to pro- of right of way and forty acres of land Railway, in which that official asks tendin to other folks' business, an
he might as well git paid fur It."
ceed rapidly with the surveys and to as a bonus for the proposed road. It him
for the names of all. farmers liv
is
stated
construction
of
the
the
that
Star.
Washington
faciliterminal
inspect personally the
line out of Texico will be started with ing in this section of New Mexico
ties which may be available.
that he may send them literature on In seventeen Saratoga trunks
The Durango business men's com- in sixty days.
It is Btaited by men familiar with the dry farming, published at the expense
Her summer garb she'd pressed,
mittee Is enpowcred to act with full
authority from the board of trade as situation that the building of a direct of the railway company and distrihut-e- And satchels, bandboxes and bags
free, in order to encourage and Unnumbered held the rest;
well as all the allied business Interests line between the Union Pacific system
of the town, so there need be no un in Colorado and the Texas system of promote the cultivation of lands in the But she had stored her bathing suit
In more convenient nook
necessary delay caused by disputes or the Southern Pacific is made necessary great southwest. Secretary , Fleming
by J. J. Hill's action a few months therefore urges that all farmers send The postage stamp department of
wrangles.
Some time ago surveys were made ago in acquiring control of the Colo- him their names and addresses that he
Her dainty pocketbook.
Into Durango, via Farmlngton, by Har- rado and Southern, which gave his may comply with Mr. Seagraves' re
Boston Courier.
a
riman engineers, and these are now system a direct route between Denver quest, which Is made in the following
and Galveston, and by the building letter:
A small flirtation now and then
being revised and completed.
a direct Galveston outlet from the
of
The Letter
The plan contemplates building a
Is relished by the best of men;
road from Gallup to Durango which western territory by the Santa Fe.
"Chicago, July 29th, 1909. But it Is" very different when
shall be known as the Arizona and
"Secretary Commercial Club,
They merely,have a passing view;
"E. Las Vegas, N. M.
Colorado and another branch from SCHOOL BOARD ADOPTS
For If they notice girls who flirt.
RESOLUTIONS OF CONDOLENCE
Dear Sir:
Gallup to Lordsburg to connect with
But not with them, their pride is hurt.
"Our company has made a very And at the flutter of A skirt
the main line of the Southern Pacific.
At a special meeting of the town large subscription to the Dry Farming
Such a road would permit Harriman
They feel a Jealous pang or two.
to place the output of his enormous board of education on the West side Congress to be held at Billings, Mont
Philadelphia Ledger.
but as yet undeveloped coal fields Monday evening, the following pre ana, and for the purpose of maintain
near Durango, on the Paclfio coast at amble and resolutions were adopted ing a permanent bureau, preparing
"Lady," began Sandy Pikes, as he
a very email cost and enable him to on the death of the late Don Jose pamphlets and literature on dry farm stopped at the wayside
cottage, "two
supply fuel to his Pacific steamers and Lino Rivera, a member of tho board ing, that will be sent out from time to wseks ago I passed here and you told
time
are
farmers
to
Interested
who
'n
of
Southhis
a
time
the
few
The
at
death,
Southern Pacific engines.
daya
me to emulate the busy ant."
this method of farming. Experiments
ern Pacific has been using oil as fuel ago:
"Yes, my poor man," responded the
Whereas, Don Jose Lino Rivera has will be made and articles prepared by housewife. "And did
but Harriman has been arranging to
you?"
people who have made a' practical suc
been called to his last and well-ear- n
return to coal.
"T did, mum, to me sorrow. When
cess
of
will
all
of
which
dry farming,
This road will aid materially in the ed reward, after a long and honorable
I passed a picnic in de grove I watchrapid development of southwestrn life, crowned with many good an.i no doubt be of interest and aid the ed de
busy ant tackling de ice cream
farmer
who
is
to
improve his
useful deeds for the benefit of his
trying
Colorado and western New Mexico.
and cakes, and when I, tried It de
conditions
and
better
results.
get
his
therefore
community;
people and
"It you will send us a list of farmers men licked me, de boys stoned me
v
HARRIMAN TO BUILD
be it
in
LINE
your section who are interested in an de dogs chased me. No more lmi
A CONNECTING
Resolved, That while our sense of
ithls
method of farming and to whom fating de busy ant for me, mum."
Austin, Texas, Aug. 4. It is re- personal loss is keen' and poignant,
will be sent regularly from Chicago News.
literature
ported here that E. H. Harriman has we rejoice In his splendid record of
to
time
time
and also a membership
In
the
contract
the
of
spotless charno
obtained the
Tucumcari, achievement,
"I do think," exclaimed Mrs. Tolker,
and supply of literature. Anything
that we can do to help the farmer to indignantly, "that Mrs. Gadabout is
get better results, means much for the most aggravatingly inquisitive wo
the country, as well as for transporta- man, if I must say so, I ever knew.
tion lines. We will, therefore, appre- Why, I never pass her on the street
ciate your cooperation in this matter. but what she Invariably turns her
"Yours truly,,
head and stares back at me to see
Bad blood Is responsible for most of our ailments, and when from any
"C. L. SEAGRAVES,
what I've got on and how it sets from
cause it becomes Infected with Impurities, humors or poisons, trouble in some
"General Colonization Agent."
behind."
form Is Bure to follow. Muddy, sallow complexions, eruptions, pimples, etc.,
"How er that is, I was wondering,
show that the blood is infected with unhealthy humors which have changed
It from a pure, fresh stream to a sour, acrid fluid, which forces out its NEW MEXICO VETERANS
my dear, how you found out that the
impurities through the pores and glands of the skin. A very common eviGOING TO SALT LAKE mean thing looked back. Some one
dence Of bad blood is sores and ulcers, which break" out on the flesh, often
tell you?" inquired Mr. Tolker,
from a very insignificant bruise, or even scratch or abrasion. If the blood
was healthy the place would heal at once; but being infected with impurities
Mexico
New
old soldiers are pre
And Mrs. Tcjker straightway turnwhich are discharged into the wound, irritation and inflammation are set
to attend the national en
paring
are
sore
tissues
fibres
continues
and
and
the
the
until
the
broken,
up,
ed
the stream of her Indignation,
blood is purified of the cause. S. S. S. is Nature's blood-purifiand tonic, campment of the Grand Army of the
hot, from Mrs. Gadabout to
seething
which
barks.
will
held
Salt
and
from
be
circulaherbs
into
down
at
the
made entirely
roots,
It goes
Republic,
wretch of a husher
of
or
removes
humor
"Insinuating
restores
lost Lake City, August 11 to 14, inclusive.
tion and
every particle
poison,
impurity,
vitality, and steadily tones up the entire system. S. S. S. neutralizes any The Albuquerque delegation will com band," as she fondly termed him, and
excess of acid in the blood, making it pure, fresh and healthy, and permaafter the first pyrotechnic outburst
nently cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Boils, and all other skin prise nine or ten people, and will
refused to speak to the foror
on
blood
medical
Book
and
advice
steadily
disease.
the
free.
any
leave home about Thursday night,
eruption
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. among the. number being Mr. and Mrs. tunate man for the rest 'of the evenEd Johnson, formerly of Las Vegai. ing. New York Times.
So far as known, Capt W. B. Brun- ton, of Shoemaker, will be the only In language quite succinct
I have heard
attendant at the encampment troai
this immediate vicinity, though Capt. That the dodo Is extinct
'
John A. Ross and David W. Wean
Lucky bird!
are threatening to go, and may con It is somewhere far away,
clude to make the trip at the 1a3t 'Neath the prehistoric clay,
In a spot which, as a mle.
moment
Can't be anything but cool.
Summer hours of sultry glow
When Your Joints are Stiff
This means that August 5 to 8, inclusive, you may buy a thirty-da- y
round trip ticket from Las Vegas, N. M., to Salt Lake City
and yojr muscles sore from cold or Over it may come and go.
for
rheumatism, v.ten you slip cr sprain He fears not from day to day
provided you ask for ticket to Salt Lake City and
return reading via Santa Fe to and from Denver, Colorado a Joint, strain your side or bruise What the "kiosk" may display,
Springs or Pueblo. All Denver trains of the Santa Fe pass yourself. Painkiller will take out the When the weather man gives out
soreness and fix you right in a Jiffy. Something new to talk about. .
through Colorado Springs and Pueblo, affording
unrivaled 120 mile view of the Rockies.
Always have it with you, and use it Poets have been known to sing
freely. The oldest, the cheapest and That they fain would live on wing.
the best medicine for Internal and If I had to make a choice
external aches and pains in man is No frail creature with a voice
To G. A. R..
Perry Davis' Painkiller, and for over Sounding in melodious glee
seventy years it has been the great Would I undertake to be.
Full particulars about tickets, stopovers, through cars, also
literature, may be had by applying to
standby for emergencies in thousands 'Midst the summer warmth tnd shine
'
of families all over the world. Don't It's the dodoblrd for mine.
,
R, W. HOYT, Agent,
Las Vegas, N. M.
While beneath a sizzling sun
go home without a BOc or one of the
new size 35c bottles.
We must prowl,
It's in cool oblivion
Lucky fowl!
Washington Star.

We hare a good variety of Rubber
Tire Buggies and Surreys which
we are ottering at a bargain.

LOOK THEM OVER
In Our

REPOSITORY

Cherries Ilfeld Co.
THE PLAZA

GROSS, KELLY
(incorporated)

WHOLESALE HERD HA UTS
and Dealers In
WOOL, HIDES

.

and PELTS

Howes at
EaatLma Vagam, H.M.. Albuquorqw9, H.

Mm

Tuaumamrl,

Mm,

M; Peoot, Mm M., Logan, N.M., Trinidad, Colorado

GAIN WAGONS, tia Best Farm
Wagon mada
RACINE -- SATT LEY CO., Vohlclos
NAVAJO BLANKETS

,

Retail Prices:
or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs,
to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c
100 lbs.
to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per
per 100 lbsi
to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less man 50 ids., eacn delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

j,ooo lbs'.,
i.ooo lbs.,
200 lbs.,
50 lbs.,

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice,, the
purity and lasting- qualities of which have made Las Vegas
famous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
-

Browne'

4

fflanzanares

o.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Sda

PURIFIES

'

BAD BLOOD

e

and CO.

Wool,

and Saadara

Hides and Pelts.

All kinds of Native Products.

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters in the Territory for

Jnno-centl-

Plows, Agricultural Implements

er

Half Far

,

(Bffflw

and Return

$2665,

VI

I?

The Scenic Line

Encampment

THE OItIQIfft
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Lunj Troubles.
FOR SALE

,j'.J

A!7
Threat

LAXATIVB
HONEY maiT

DRUS COMPANY

fUL

LINE-

OF

MOLE

MEXICAN

IOpera

SMP

Bar

Pabct'G Draught

I

on Tap

I

A woman likes to move to another
The irritating thing about a good
locality bo that people wont know her reputation is all the fun you mtea
age.
keeping It

What Is Best for Indigestion?
Take Notice
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquln, OntaAll persons are recommended ta
rio, has been troubled for years with take Foley's Kidney Remedy for backindigestion, and recommends Chamber- ache, rheumatism and kidney and blad-

lain's Stomach and Liver Tablela as
"the beet medicine I ever used." If
For indieet!on and all stomach troubled with indigestion or constipatrouble take Foley's Orlno Laxative 8 tion give them a trial. They are cerIt stimulates the Btomach and liver and tain to prove beneficial. They are
regulates tbc bowels and will pwltlt easy to25 take and pleasant in effect.
cents. Samples free at all
ely cure habitual constipation. O. O. Price,
dealers.
Sehstefer and Bed Cross Drug Co.

der trouble. It will quickly correct irregularities, which, if neglected, may
develop Into a serious illness. It wi3
restore health end strength. Da not
neglect signs of kidney or fcladJer
trouble and risk T '.fa tlrnw or

diabete.
CrosL,-

O. G.

Drug Co,

ScLacr

ecA

nI

roun

LAS VEOAS DAILY CPTIC,

ihe most thickly populatpd anl f;rtil
parts of two of the richest counties
In the terriory; that It Bhall run where
ESTABLISHES 1879.
it will do the most good to the
most people, provided the additional
PUBLISHED BY
expense Is not entirely disproportion
The Optic Publishing Company ate to the benefit to be derived. Moreover, as far as scenic advantages
ihoo&pouatkb)
and Inducements to pleasure seeking
M. M. PADGETT... ,.
EDITOR tourists are concerned,' the route from
Ocate to Mora and thence o Las Vegas will be much better than any
other.
Kntered at Uie Poatoftte

La

Vegaa,

N

M., ax

at

econd-cU- u
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that the
ment returns shew that
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Plain Toe Juliet
Patent-Fp-
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Hedgcock's
Common Sense
614

Shoe Store

"

'

:

R.

j

i

one-hal-

one-sixt- h

self-grea-
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ELEPHANT SHOOTER
LAVISHED

J.

TAUPERT,

j B. Las Vega, X. 31.
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Jeweler and Optician.
-:-

GIFTS

'

$4-7-

STORE 'OF QUALITY"

Douglas Avenue.

COO

-

MARKET REPORTS.
Nairobi, Aug. 4. Col. Theodore
Roosevelt and eon Kermit, were the
guests of honor at a public banquet
St Louis Wool.
here last night
Frederick Jackson,
St
Louis,
Aug. 4. Wool steady; tergovernor of British East Africa, was ritorial western mediums,
2328;
chairman and 175 persons sat at the
fine mediums, 21025; fine 121S
table. Captain Sanderson, town clerk,
read an address of welcome to Mr.
'
Chicago Provision Market
Roosevelt and afterwards handed him
101
4
Wheat
Sept.
Chicago, Aug.
the address enclosed in a section of
corn Sept. 63
Dec. 101
elephant tusk mounted in silver with
oats Soot.
Dec. 52
a silver chain. American residents
36
36
Dec.
Sept.
pork
presented Mr. Rooseveltwith a tobaclard Sept.
Jan. 1627
co box made of the hoof of a rhino- 2037
ribs Sept.
Oct. 11201132
ceros, silver mounted; the skull of a 1125;
1062
Oct.
1095;
in
and
mounted
silver,
rhinoceros, also
a buffalo head.
Chicago Live 6tock.
4. Cattle
14,000,
Aug.
Chicago,
TEMBLOR
IS
SLIGHT
beeves,
RECORDED AT FRISCO strong to a shade higher;
$4.407.70; Texas steers, $4.005.60
San Francisco, Aug. '4. The weath western steers, $4.00fi.00; stockers
er bureau here reported a slight earth and feeders, $2.40(56.30; cows and
quake snock here at 10:26 o'clock this heifers, $2.005.15; calves, $5.50
5 higher;
light,
morning. The movement was so faint 7.75. Hogs, 15,000,
mixed,'
heavy',
7.357.90;
$7.307.95;
not
was
known.
It
that it
generally
$7.208.00; rough, $7.207.40; good
was also felt at San Jose.
choice heavy, J7.408.00; pigs, J6.70
7.75; bulk gales, $7.507.85. Sheep
ALBUQUERQUE NATIONAL
12,000,
steady; native, $3.005.60;
GUARD IS REORGANIZED
western, $3.005.25; yearlings,
-The National Guard company at Al- 6.00; lambs, natives, $4.507.70;
western,
$4.507.60.
with
has
reorganized
buquerque
George E. WIckman aa captain; Paul
Kansas City Live Stock.
Arthur E.
Scott, first lieutenant;
Kansas City, Aug. 4. Cattle, 7,000,
WIckman, second lieutenant, and C. J.
'
including 1,500 southerns, strong to
Phelan, first sergeant.
10 higher. Native steers, $4.507.25;
Miss Cornelia Murray of this city has southern steers, $$3.505.25; southern
finished the summer course of study cows, $2.504.00; native cows and
at the UnSverajty jof California at heifers, $2.257.00; stockers and
Berkeley, receiving a special certifi- feeders, $3.005.25; bulla, $3.00
western
cate on- - account of music and draw 4.25; calves, $3.50.75;
western
cows,
in
steers,
has
to
$4.25G.25;
rnd
gone
Long Beach,
ing,
company with her mother, Mrs. D. R, $2.754.50. Hogs, 6,000, strong; bulk
sales, $7.507.75; heavy, $7.707.80;
Murray.

packers

and

butchers,

$7.557.80;

lighf $7.357.70; pigs, $6.507.23.
Sheep

5,000,

steady;

muttons,

$4.00

5.00; lambs, $5.50(7.00; range wethers, $3.50Q 5.25: ranee- pwes.
, tivzmi
t " .r
5.00.

New York Stock
New Yor, Aug. 4.
Call monev
1
prime paper ,
silver
50
Mexican Dollars 44; copper
s'andard spot 12701272
Oct
1292
lead steady, 422
430; amalgamated 85
Atcl.lson
N. Y. Central 141; So. In:.
18
13r.
St3-- 1 75;
;I?nlon Pac. 202
strpl prfid 129.
7--

2
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Cured Hay Fever and Summer Cold
A. S. Nusbaum, Batesville, Indiana,
writes: "Last year I suffered for
three months with a summer cold eo
diatressing that it Interfered with my
business. I had many of the symptoms of hay fever, and a doctor's pre- Bunpuou aia noi reaca my case, and
I took several medicines which seemed only to aggravate it Fortunately I
insisted upon having Foley's Honey
and Tar. It quickly cured me. Mt
wife has since used Foley's Hnnpv nrnl
Taf with the same success." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Telephone your tews items to The
Optic, Phone Main 2.

Intense Colicky Pains Relieved.
"For some years I suffered from intense colicky pains which would come
on at times and from which I could
find no relief," says I. S. Mason, of
Beaver Dam, Ky. "Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
was reoomended to me by a friend.
After taking a few doses of the remedy
I was entirely relieved. That was four
years apo and ttaere has been no return of the symptoms since that time."
This remedy is for sale by all dealers.

Interesting News for Mothers

--

g

Dresses are made from Economy Linen, button and braid trimmed and well made, worth $4.50
and $5.00.

t

Take advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer. It
' '"
saves you ten PER CENT on your purchase. '
V"

Douglas Avenue.

e

OncPiece Dress Special

China or

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc.

one-eight-

h

Gorham Silver

pur Shoes are. reliable.

assessof
of-th-

A Reminder
If anticipating: buying a gift of Silver, Cut G!ass
Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST.

$2.00
'2,25

V

the total assessed valuation
ACCIDENT ON PLAZA
RATE8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
territory Is in the three counties of
ALMOST CAUSES ROW
Daily
Chaves, San Miguel and Bernalillo,
Per Tear by Carrier
of Its
$7.00 comprising less than
A horse belonging to H. E. White, a
Per Month by Carrier
65 area, and etlll more remarkable that
Per Week Vy Carrier
.20 the assessed valuation of Chaves transfer man, and being driven to a
county Is greater than that of any buggy, became frightened at the band
Weekly.
other
when playing on the plaza Sunday night.
ycounty of the territory,
One Tear
12.00
one would imagine that Colfax county,
tlx Month
1.00
Shying to one side suddenly, the aniwith all its coal fields, its taany irrimal broke a hub of one of the wheels
gation works. Its extensive ranches,
EL CAMINO REAL AGAIN
whereupon the demand was made by
j and its other forms of wealth, should
be in the lead. The reason may be some people in the vicinity when the
It is to be sincerely hoped that the found in the fact that land values in accident happened that the horse be
territorial good roads comnlislon will Chaves county are assessed mucH taken out of the shafts and led away.
will give long and earnest attention
Mr. White objected to complying
higher than in any of the northern
to the proposed Camino Real route by counties, and that the count of cattle with the request, stating that he
way or Ocate, Mora and La Vegas and sheep is much nearer the true knew the horse's disposition and inbefore deciding to build the northern number than in any other county of tentions better than any Btrangen, con
road by any other way. Som3 of the the. territory. The fact that town lots sequently he would make It submit to
territorial papers have been facetious alone are assessed at $1,119,848 in being driven away.
aboiit the request of this paper that Chaves county should be the subject
After eome parleying, In which a
the new road be built through Mora for thought in Santa Fe, where they town official and the town marshal
Instead of parallel with the Santa Fe are not assessed at
f
that took a hand, Mr. White was allowed
tracks. They have intimated, and sum, although Santa Fe is as large to havo his way aboit the malter,
rather strongly, that San Miguel coun as Roswell and a much older city. It though at one time he was threatenty should pay for Its own rouda and Is by comparisons of this kind that ed with Incarceration in the county
Mora should do likewise. That Is very the inequality In the assessment re- JalL
poor logic. If El Camino Real 1 ever turns is made apparent. And yet, it
completed It will have to pass through is the impression that the assessment ROSWELL AVlXTOR MAY
Mors and San Miguel counties unless returns for Chaves county represent
CONTEST FOR BIG PRIZE
the population of northern New Mex- only
of the enOr
ico takes a decided shift; and that tire wealth of the county. New
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 4. It is more
does not seem to be an immediate
than
likely that Grover Cleveland Wel
possibility. So the argument that San
Roswell aviator, will build an
the
ter,
Miguel and Mora should pay thj total ALBUQUERQUE CLERGYMAN
cost of building from Mora to Ve? s
CALLED TO CALIFORNIA airship to compete in the Denver
is specious. Jf they should pay fur
Post's $10,000 aerial contest Weltsr
Rev. Fletcher Cook, rector of Trin- has for some time been working on
building tho road by this route, why
not for b'irding it along th Santa ity church, Albuquerque, has accepted an airship, which he declares will put
Fe right of wnyt
a call to Trinity church, San Francis- the machines of the Wright Brotaers,
The next thing to decide is what co, the oldest and largest Episcopal Blerlot, Count Zeppelin and other
parts of these two counties the road church in California. The board of equally famous Inventors, in the shade.
shall traverse. If it is to be a luxury regents of the University of New Mex Recently Welter patented" a
s
it "should follow an air line over cliff ico elected Professor Walter Allen to ing axle for which he has refussd
and down dell without regard to lUHUy. be assistant instructor in engineering an offer of $50,000 for the exclusive
That, however, it will not be. It wil and Rev. Fletcher Cook, secretary and right to manufacture and sell in the
be built largely in answer to the de- treasurer of the board, not knowing at United States and Canada, Roswell
mand for a necessity and that neces- the time that he had resigned as a people have great confidence in the
sity requires that it shall pass thrush regent
young man's ability.
one-fift-

Pi

Something for Comfort.
Our line of Martha Washington's for Ladies.

IN ASSESSMENT

INEQUALITIES

AUG. 4, 1909

WEDNESDAY,

ABOUT BOYS' NEEDS

N.M.

E.LasVegas.

Special,

$3.00

New Arrivals

it would cost that just for the making.

Toile Du

Nord and

Seal Ginghams guaranted to

Red

Boys' wash Suits, made from Piques, Linens, Ginghams, Economy Linen. Madras, Chambray and Galatea cloth, sizes 2 to 9
years. Regular prices,' 90c to $2.75.
v
68c to $2.07
Special prices,
Boys' light colored Shirts, neat stripes, 75c quality.
Special,

55c

l

wash, especially fine for Children's school dresses.

Now is the

time to buy these materials and get them made up before School

12c and 15e per yd.

begins

Boys' Picnic Straw Hats
Boys' 25c Neckties Windsors and

15c
19c

-

four-in-han-

27c

Boys' 35c Summer Balbriggan Underwear

Drapery Materials
'

very complete line of Silkalines,
Cretonnes, Tapestries, Figured Sateens and Fancy Denims. v
Tapestry, good serviceable materials in pretty pat- We are now showing a

W-It-

50-inc-

y

h

terns and plain colors
'

......

.

'

. .

36-in- ch

Silkolines, washable

12jc and l5c yd.

27-inc-

Cretonnes, very strong weaves,

10c and

h

New

$125 and $1.65

Arrivals

12c yd.

IN THE

Women's Undergarments

'

AT SPECIAL PRICES

In order to close out broken lots of Women's Summer Underwear, we offer 20 PER CENT OFF on all knit goods.

Shoe Dep't
Shoes, flexible sole, turn Military heel, nice for elderly
$4.00
Ladies; B. and E. width, very comfortable
Vici-ki- d

Women's Swiss and lisle ribbed Vests and Pants, reg11c to 75c
ular l5c to $1.00. Now
Women's Union Suits, in ankle and knee lenght, sizes 5 and
57c to 94c
6, with or without sleeves, 75c to $1,25. Now

PARASOLS
Parasols in Pongees and Silks, some Polka dot, some embroidered; colors to match Dresses. Also Children's Parasols.
Special,

-

25 PER CENT OFF

In The Men's Dep't
New Shirts; narrow plaited, white
Blue Chambray, plaited
.1

i

.

Patent high Shoes, button, high arch, andhigh heel one of
the new shoes for Fall made by "Zieger's Philadelphia," makers
of high class novelties,

S

$1.25 and $1.50
$1.25

And the best $1.00 shirt you ever saw.

,,,

FyiC

Vice-ki- d

'Zieger's,'.

SILK SPECIAL
Spangle' and Spider7 Silks, Debutant Silks and Fancy
,
worth 65c and 75c. Reduced to 48c yd.
Waisting-s-

'f

$5.00

Shirt Special

,

A new plaited Men's Shirt, Novelty plait, very stylish, all
sizes, $1.50 value. Special. n 4 ' ?!
v t cj '$1.15
?

;

(See Window )!Lsi

Shoes, Cuban heel, straight last, lace, .high 'arch,
fyi
.Av.$4.50

(,:t"

:'

"Krippendorf Diltman" Shoes, alf sizes, widths artvi lathers,
latest styles, at,$300, $3,50, $4.00 and $5.00.
V'!
X.jT
(GLAD t0' SHOW' HEM)
.I
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vorce case of Felonlsa Shoble de Mart's against lialtazar Mares, tm the
O
grounds of desertion and cruelty.
John N. Cook, Jr., delivery boy for
O
& Hay ward, has gone to AlbuGraaf
methods daring the
Swing and Seltee,
querque to spend a week and show
many years of our
off his new clothes to the best ad
T
Room
An Ornament to
dealings have proTen
vantage possible.
SURPLUS
CAPITAL
PAIO
in
Mrs. Susan B. Davis, who has been
the wisdom of tradf
j
Porch.
or
visiting her son, George Davis, in Al
ing with us. While
arrived here yesterday af
buquerque,
busiO
working for a
and is the guest of her daughtternoon
D. T. HOSKIN3, Cashier.
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President.
ness we hare been r
er, Mrs. Samuel Phelps.
Vice
FRANK
F. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.
President
8PRINGER,
Iworking for a repuW. L. Morrow was one of the pasO
O
tation; we have gainsengers in the auto to Santa Rua:
O
It
thia morning. Mr. Morrow gnus to
ed it and it will be
z ' 7"""
Santa Rosa "in the interests of the
deal
upheld. Every
i
Woodmen of the WoriJ.
with us is a satisfacO
WEIGH THE MOXEY QUESTION
L. Sanches was one of the pasF.
tory deal we guasengers on the automobile line from
rantee that.'
carefully. Too. know how easy it is to spend a hundred
Mr. Saictu-Anton Chlco yesterday.
dollars, one or two at a time Ever think that it's just as
4
claims that he had to walk to
easy to save a hundred in the same way.
- WINTERS DRUG CO.
town from Romeroville.
Mrs. Ben Romero, who arrived here
THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
Telephone Main 3
from Denver yesterday, In which city
will accept small deposits and pay interest on all sums over
her husband met with accidental
BRIDGE STREET
5 dollars. That, means when you have saved a hundred you
also have what your savings havo been earning for you. Sour
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER death, is accompanied by her children.
They will make their home In Santa
spending causes you nothing but regret.
Fe.
PERS0NAL8.
Dr. A. C. Rice and Bona Salas left
for their home at Encino, N. M., this Now in use at a number of our
is1
from
In
town
Domingo Hays
OFFICE WITH
best homes in this city
morning by team from a visit to the
for sale at
Apache Springs.
Only
Mora
Brmlf.
father
and
in
latter's
family
Miguel
Charles Wright is a visitor from Alcounty, where they had spent a fort
THE ROSENTHAL
buquerque today.
Rev. Fr. Tialland took the road for night.
J. J. Schmidt registers from New 3c each for full size Jelly Glasses
Mora this morning.
York City at Hotel La Pension; W. 60c dz. for Mason Fruit
R. H. E.
Jose G. Gutierrez is in town today
Score
Wrong Estimate of SucceH.
Smith from "The Ranch"; Ezra J.
Jars, (pints)
000 000 1 7 Z
from Canon Largo.
....010
Dr.
Philadelphia
Eliot, laiely president of Harv
Bickle
Boyer, Walter and William
80c dz. for Mason
US VEGAS-SA- NTA
EOSA:
020 030 OOx 5 9 1 ard university, said recently at a reH. N. Graubarth and family are
St.
Louis
from Gypsum City; Manuel Vicente
Fruit
career
Jars,
(quarts)
York:
Dooranch.
ap
New
in
at
"My
ten
and
Foxen
Harvey's
Batteries:
days
ception
Sparks,
spending
from Espanola.
AUTO LINE
1 fin At. for Mason
pears to strike a considerable number
Lucian Rosenwald joined bis famin; Beebe and Phelps.
Mrs. M. Behringer, Mrs. C. L. Mann- one. People
successful
a
(half-gallon- )
as
of
morn-Ins- .
people
Fruit
this
H.T2.
B.
Kansas
Jars,
City
Score
ily here from
Rosa auto
me on what they call my
The Las Vegas-Sant- a
Baily and daughter. Marie, Mrs. L. C
004 030 OOx 7 7 0 congratulate
on sale aty
Chicago
Una
career has certainly
and
success.
But
my
Wit.tenand Mrs. Harriet Van Petten
passenger
mail, express
001 000 0001 4 2
Boston
THE ROSENTHAL
Supt. John Stein of the Harvey sys will drive out to El Porvenir tomorrow
not been successful in what is consid
The auto
now
In
la
operation.
tem, is visiting his family at the Cas
Batteries Kroh and Archer; White, ered to be the American idea of suc
makes the round trip between
morning, where they will remain a 12c for 1 -Stone Jars
taneda.
gallon
cess In a pecuniary way. It Is a sucand Graham.
Moore
number
of
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three
days.
btone Jars '
24c for
R. H. E. cess in terms of service service to
A. H. Clinger is in town today repScore
Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Losey, Dr. and
a week, Mondays, wed-times
this
not
does
of
Stone
Jars
36c for
005 100 21x 9 1Z Z the community. Now,
resenting a wholesale Jewelry house
Pittsburg
Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mr. , and Mrs.
the
that
common opinion
nesdaya and Fridays.
Stone Jars Bpookjyn
48c for
New York.
....000 100 0001 6 0 refute the estimate
a
is
Miss
pesuccess
Sara
of
Hallett
RayThe auto leaves Murphey's drug
May
Raynolds,
American
only at
Miss Grace Cook, and the Misses
Camnitz, Gibson and
Batteries:
nolds and E. J. McWenle left town
one?" Dr. Eliot then related
store
at 7 a. m., visits both post- cuniary
ROSENTHAL
THE
resort
Wright, drove out to Harvey's
Simon; Pastorlus, Scanlon and Ber an Incident in one of his travels by
this morning on a two weeks' camping
offices and leaves Winters drug
this morning.
vV
gen,
Doat wnen xne yesaci uiu-;- i
store on the West side for Santa
4c dozen for Fruit Jar Rubbers
trip in the Rio de la Casa region
"We officers want to
American
said:
him
and
Eugenlo Moya returns to home and
League.
a
Cuffs
Tim
Straw
for
policeformer
5c
Rosa, Tickets can be purchased
depot
O'Leary,
pair
business at RIbera from this city on
R. H. K, ask you a question. We know you are
First game '
man here, who has resigned as deputy 5c bottle of Elue Seal Vaseline
at either Murphey's or Winters
to
know
want
We
why,
man.
an evening train.
Toilet St Tuis . . . .120 001 000 004 10 Z a smart
Cucumber
is
and
Oatmeal
sheriff
of
Pueblo
5c
bar
Colo.,
not
county.
rich?"
are
drug stores.
a smart man, you
Florencio Martinez, a store keeper now a
New York ...010 300 000 015 9 '2 being
for the Santa Fe
but
his
Soap
agent
The round trip fare is $11; one
not
did
special
reply,
Dr.
Eliot
repeat
on
business
at Revuelto, is in the city
Batteries: Waddell, Bailey and Ste concluded his remarks on the subject
5c bar Witch Hazel Toilet Soap
this
company,
passed
through
railway
way $6. Each passenger is al-with Henry Goke.
phens; Hughes, Quinn and Kleinow. by saying: "The real American est!
last evening, headed for Albuquer 5c big roll Toilet Paper
lowed to carry not to exceed 25
city
at
L. R. Smith, who spent yesterday
R. H. E. mate of success in the world is serv- Second game
'
5c for two Asbestos Stove Mats
que.
pounds of baggage. Express pack-120 002 0107 11 0 lceableness and not wealth.
Harvey's, drove in to town from that
St. Louis
W. H. Rife, Superintendent of the
only at
ages are also handled and can be'
100 602 0003 11 !
New York
place this morning.
THE ROSENTHAL
Santa Fe's signal service In this dis
left at either of the drug stores
from'
a
Luciano Maes,
sheepman
Dlneen and Crlger;
Batteries:
Bwearlna to Validity of an Excuse
thirty-daa
been
has
trict,
mentioned.
granted
Ven
has been patronizing Las
Top Mat Lake, Brockett, Kleinow and Sweeney.
Kissing the book seems to be on the!
leave of absence and has gone to St, $2.75 For
at
B.
full
size,
to
merchants
R.
H.
only
today.
tresses,
gas
First game1
point of being consigned
Paul, to which city his family had
.
oblivion, and England might
Rev. Fr. Riley returned to St. AnTHE ROSENTHAL
PhiladelDhia . . . .011 000 OOx 2 2 3
him. He will also visit his
preceded
Cholera Infantum Cured.
001 000 0001 4 4 easily take pattern by the form of
thony's sanitarium here this afternoon parents in Barry, 111.,
Chicago
Mat
oath that obtains in the Channel is
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enough how It was with us. We were
not rich, maybe if we have $5,000
a year we are lucky. What la that?
And worst of all my man was cranky.
One night the trouble came when my
mother and sister and some friends
were by me and telling what I must
do. My man Otto he ups with bis
cigar and throws it right on the carpet and says In Itiglish:
"'Oh. hang It! I wish I was In
Torkrille. I'm going borne.
"They knew be was mad, but they
didn't know what he said. Right before the whole of them I hugged and
kissed him.
" 'Otto,' I said, crying. It's the happiest day of my life.'
"Everything we sold right away and
came back. Ach, no, Mrs. Waldvogel
It's not the same! For a visit yes.
To live there, no. I was born n Ger- -

The Return
of The Fischers

TRADE
LEARN BARBER
Short time required;
graduate
earn $12 to $30 week. Moler Bar
ber college, Los Angeles.

MEN

Mrs. Waldvogel had not finished
her third cup of afternoon coffee when
Mrs. Fischer came in. Four months

FOR RENT.

0't.v otC.

V.3NESCAV,
CAMERA IN

A'JG. 4, 1903
A

BABY CARRIAGE

USE

Ingenious Way In Which a Professional Woman Photographer Carries
Her Big

Outfit

"Necessity as the mother of inTen-Uobrought forth an Interesting offspring which I saw a few days ago,"
said the professional commercial photographer. "One member of my corps
of assistants is a woman, and she does
excellent work. Nona of my men can
do better. It is hard for ber, however,
cameras, glass
to carry the large
plates and other supplies she needs,
but she never complains, and I have
often wondered how she could meet
the situation as well as she does. Recently I learned. I met ber accident
ally, when she was out on a hard trip,
and she had all her supplies in a baby carriage, which she was trundling
lightly before her. In the moat maternal way. She laughed when I
caught her, and admitted that a man
probably would not have thought of
such a method, or, if he had thought
of it he would have been shame-faceabout using It She said It was much
easier than packing her supplies. The
baby carriage was of the cheap, folding variety, extremely light and compact, but it held a complete outfit
" 'Of course, I always Include my
carrying case and strong leather
strap,' she told me, 'so that If I find
a place where I cannot trundle the
carriage I can strap the whole outfit
Including the folded wagon, and pack
It fan the street cars I have to do
that, but you see I can fold the cart
instantly, with the outfit rnside, snap
on the strap and board the car. Yes,
I think it is a good Invention, and It
looks so feminine.' "
n

FURNISHED ROOMS, all modern before Mrs. Fischer bad said farewell
conveniences.
Fete Murphy, 910 to all of ber friends, for she was reFourth street.
turning to Germany to lire In peace,
comfort, quiet and comparative luxFOR RENT Furnished front room, ury after years of bard work In Amer
618
Columbia ica. Mrs. Waldvogel asked no ques
opposite Library,
tions. Like a sensible woman she
ave.
poured a cup of coffee and cut some
eake
for the unexpected guest Then
Mod
house.
Furnished
FOR RENT
Mrs. Fischer explained, without being
2t
uu
era. Inquire 1017 11th st
pressed. and she spoke in English, children wanted to end our days
to
natural
more
came
German
there. But when I saw away off New
FOR RENT A nice, airy furnished ttough
-York, with its tall buildings. I cried
head
room with use of bath. Apply 512
her
Ach,"
shaking
home,
"what
mistake!
a
Nothing, like a little girl coming Otto to me.
Columbia are.
'Be ashamed!' said
what I Sought Potsdam Is still beau- TWO or three good room? fur light tiful. yes; but the living bad me near
tk.
"
cheap, loo;i.t:.'i good.
was near crying with gladness
man
near
;
own
But
mother,
my
pay for it
905 Tllden street
; himself."
80 though she Is,, says right away:
"I know," said Mrs. Waldvogel, pla" In heaven's name, Freda, do your
FOR RENT OR SALE On easy pay servants eat what you do on thai cidly. "Four years ago we went over,
may be to stay. We were back In
ments, cne
house, 921 Gal- tabler
three months. It's like having to live
ma
msx
woo a murTi
Thnrn
.,)
Unas.
j
cooked, so much meat so much veg.
rooa fur
A modern
FOR RENT
even
was after , my Relnholdt said he didn'tto like So
nished 1 ouse. Inquire 825 Th'.-- d st could have. But no. Mother
n had n0 snap .,t
j
d e
why I
your'
with
ruin
everything
FOR RENT Two large airy finish- American
ways. All our good serr- - alou uu""
"
ed rooms; separate or in suite. 1059 ants will be ruined and want meat
..
Sixth street
three times the week. Count them out. HERE'S A NEW OBESITY CURE
their coffee Deans, weign mem oui
FOR RENT Lease or sell, three the lard for their good, rye bread Women Patronize Shooting Gallery
ranch houses, to the extreme end of Let them have an onion to it, or the
Because Fright Caused by ExLet them have their
car line northeast of the sanitarium. fat of the ham. fine
plosion Makes Them Thin.
bean soup. Give
CURIOUS NEEDLES IN EUROPE.
good, nourishing,
M
Mrs.
to
Green.
Apply
them wuerst to it once the week. But
"You 'didn't know I was running a
Freda, don't let them have meat It kind of anti-fa- t
did One Made from a Hair and Another
establishment,
FOR SALE.
makes them lazy. And the butter and
Is Covered with Beautiful
shootof
the
the
said
manager
you?"
Oh, this America; this Amereggs!
Engraving.
FOR SALE Team of mules, harness ica! It has spoiled me my own ing gallery to a fromer customer
whom he had not seen for several
and tourist wagon. Inquire at camp child!'
Many years back the then king of
" Toull ruin the servants here,' she months. "Well, I am. In connection, Prussia visited
near Santa Fe roundhouse.
a needle manufactory
business.
of course, with my regular
said, walking up and down wringing I have a good many women patrons in his kingdom. He was shown a numFOR SALE Gentle, family driving her hands, 'A mark, or two marks
Most of them give fear of ber of superfine needles, thousands of
and saddle horse, also two seated for the New Year. Very good! But nowadays.as their reason for wishing which together did not weigh half an
a mark here and a mark burglars
buggy and harness. Price right P. O. will you give time
to learn to shoot, but one woman who ounce, and marveled how such minute
there
they do the work
every
an eye.
P. O. Box 38.
yearned for target practice scorned objects could be pierced wrth
they should to do?'
even
was
shown
he
But
something
of
the
buraglars.
suggestion
"Then she came back to the way I
business
whose
finer.
workman
The
"
our
come
way,
never
up
FOR SALE A good cow; will be fed them and paid them. Three good
'Burglars
It was to bore the eye ln the needles
fresh In August Call on J. H. girls they were, and the cook only had she Baid. 'I am going to shoot to re asked for a hair from
the monarch's
flesh.'
duce
my
much.
25 marks a month. It was too
Stearns.
was readily given, and with
head.
It
she
said,
tells
me,'
"'The
doctor
I must pay her but 22, or maybe she'd
the only way I can ever train a smile the borer placed it under his
If work for 21, or 20. Always looking 'that
I OR SAL J A $750 iafe for
to normal weight la to get machine and made an eye ln It. This
down
food
a
a
little
mark
them
te
less,
give
eold QalcK. Inquire Optic.
half to death three or four he furnished with a thread, and then
scared
Al
less, or food that was cheaper.
a
week. "What" said he, "are handed the singular needle to the astimes
ways must I watch to see they didn't
FOR SALE A 350 piano for $100 If eat too much, or that they didn't you more afraid of than anything else tonished king.
Another most curious needle was
taken at once. Inquire Optic.
waste, or that they didn't send food , In the world?" I didn't have to study
e- - ln the possession of Queen Victoria. It
ne
an
answer.
one
minute
i
lor
out
was made at the celebrated needle
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all a
"1 knw what tnv table coat, and plosion of firearms," said I. "Tnen,
scrlptlon. Notary seals and recor4 what I was getting and shou'.d get. said the doctor, "go some place regu-Bu- t manufactory at Reedltch, and repreno, mother would have It that 1 larly where you can hear a whole sents the. column of Trajan in miniat the Optic office.
Roman column
must get more and save and save. ! arsenal fired off at one clip. It you ature. This
numerous scenes in
OLD newspapers tor sale at The Op Butter was high, so I must give my can fire the things off yourself you Is adorned with
people lard or beef drippings. For a will experience better results. You sculpture which Immortalize Trajan's
tlo office. 10 cents a bundle.
treat when they tried out the leaSard will get scared worse and will tone heroic notions In war, and on this
they could have the cracklings with down more rapidly." And so, said diminutive needle, which was presentLEAGUE
ed to the queen on her visit to the
apples. But the other fat must be she, 'here I am.'
idea I famous manufactory in December,
OFFICERS RESIGN JOBS kept away from them so they could
"i thought that the craziest
Let them have had ever heard of, - but I hu- 1864, scenes in ber life are presented
not eat too much.
three
their
cake
and in relief, but so small that It requires
crumb
nights the mored the woman's whim
It Is announced from Albuquerque week. But a
couple of pieces from helped her to get scared to the limit a powerful magnifying glass to sea
A.
D.
has
Porterfield
that
resigned my own table! I was not to think I hadn't much faith in that doctor's them clearly.
as president; M. E. Hickey as treas of It
The "Victoria" needle can, moreprescription, but she did soon begin
urer, and Judge Edward A. Mann, as
"By the way my mother and the to develop a waist line, and within over, be opened, and contains a num- a member of the executive committee. rest of the family acted one would three months that woman was a reg- - jber of needles of smaller size, which
't
are also adorned with scenes in re
of the
League of New think I had insulted the kaiser, or- ujar Byiph, Unfortunately, the
know how to run my own house- etant excitement was hard on her lief.
Mexico. At a recent meeting these
hold. I was getting good work from nerveB. By the time she began to
officers were elected, but there seems
would
my servants, and if people
were
What He Used.
to have been some trouble among the leave me alone I could be comfortable. assume billowy proportions they
ln a pretty bad fl3ti and she had t0 iay
of possibly six, with
an
urchin
is
He
forces that brought about Then my friends began. How could
didn't Beem to
up for repalrSi Dut
red hair and impish face. In
the changes, which occasioned con- they with their stingy little incomes mind that
straight
Th, poInt of her ca8e the New Jersey suburb where he lives
T
vHBaut
siderable surprise.
Aiumiuaua:
treatment
waa that a8 an, anti-fa- t
his name Is a synonym for general
was setting a bad example. I was put
exercise with the rifle had
daily
ting on airs. I was making every one proved itself unequaled, and I now deviltry, despite parental efforts. A
FIVE HORSES CREMATED
discontented with their lot I gave have a notion to advertise it as a few days ago an irate matron sent a
note saying that her daughter bad
WHEN BARN BURNS the grocer boy a mark because he
cure."
been shocked by the urchin's bad lanwas such a bright obliging little fel- warranted obesity
low.
A
the
blamed
after
week
guage.
grocer
The Crime of Idleness.
During a terrific thunder storm me because the
boy ran away to
Tearfully and somewhat helplessly
one.
for
which raged at Buchanan, N, M, the America. Then outside
means
trouble
any
a
flushed young mother confronted a
people began It'sIdleness
It
liver.
a
same
with
the
lazy
other evening, lightning struck the to want to get things from me. The
small boy. "What shall I do
placid
constipation, headache, jaun- with
barn of Frank N. Page, XT. S. court storekeepers tried to charge me a lit- causessallow
"What
you, son?" she asked.
and
dice,
complexion,
pimples
commissioner and dealer in land, cat- tle more. For my own family I was a hlmrhpa lass of annfitite. nausea, but bad language can you have used that
jr)r. King's New Life Pills soon banish Mrs. Blank should forbid you to play
tle, sheep and horses. The barn was Christmas tree, and I had to settle
little bills that Max ran up or! had to liver troubles and build up your health, with Nellie V
four
fine
and
partially destroyed
buy an outfit for Martha that she 25c at all druggists.
"Oh, nothing much," was the rehorses, valued by Mr. Pago at a to- should look well and get a husband.
"Only the ordinary swear words
ply.
were
o
tal of $500
cremated.
To keep the pot boiling It isn't nec-t- I use about the house, mother. I
"Always they had their hands out
me, every one. You know , well essary to have money to burn.
wouldn't worry about it If I were
Granulated Sore Eyes Cured.
you."
"For twenty years I suffered from a
bad case of granulated eore eyes, says
Two Kinds of Tiresome Persons.
Martin Boyd of Henrietta, Ky. "In
me
a
are two classes of very tireasked
1903,
There
February,
gentleman
to try Chamberlain's Salve. I bought
some and displeasing individuals
s
of
one box and used about
those who appear to be Just what they
it and my eyes have not given me any
are and those who appear to be what
trouble since." This salve is for sale
they are not The
surly
dealers.
all
by
gloom-beare- r
could be Improved with
"wish
don
to
well,
are
yout
get
you
sickjyou
affectations of cheerfulness. For him
Of course you do. xou wish to be rid of the pain and
The trouble with some women is
to b himself Is to inflict agony upon
a suffering world. The other one, with
they are afraid they'll buy something
misery, and be happy again.
affectations
would improve
useful every time they go on a shopIf your illness is caused by female trouble, you with
a semblance of sincerity. One's
ping tour.
well.
can quickly get the right remedy to get
word and thoughts must be harmoniCardui. Tins great medicine, for women, has reous. One's ideas and one's appearFiends
Baby Morphine
ance must be in keeping. In fact, we
like
of
thousands
or
cured
lieved
ladies,
suffering
are made by all soothing syrups and
must beautify generally, rather than
from some female trouble.
baby medicines that contain opium
you
ln spots or sections.
nd naroctics. McGeev Baby El':'"
contains no ln.'uHous ot narcotic: orugs
of ary kind. A sure und safe cure
Why the Show Failed.
for disordered stomachs, bowels and
A horse show was recently held ln
fretfulne&s
splendid for teething in
Pittsburg and the attendance was so
fants. Sold by Center Block Depot
small that the managers have decidDrug Co.
ed not to hare any more such exhi
bitions. We have not been apprised of
most
The people who are
pleased
JSS
the cause of the failure of the show
with themselves are seldom as pleas
but It may be assumed that a good
ing to others.
many of Pittsburg's fashionable dressmakers failed to have things finished
Era. Fannie Ellis, of Foster, Ark, suffered agony for seven
when they were promised.
No matter how long you have sui- tiok
was
for
writes:
"I
years. Bead her letter about Cardui. Sae
fered, Foley's Kidney Remedy will help
you. Mrs. S. L. Bowen, of Wayne, w
seven years with female trouble. Ertry month I w raid Tory nearly
His Scheme.
Va.. writes: "I was a sufferer from
took 12 bottles of Cardui and was
head and bach
die
with
"Do you go with your family on
my
I
time3
so
cy.ild
that
at
"kidney disease,
their vacation?"
to suffering women." Try lb
oared. Cardui is a God-sen- d
not get out of bed, and whan I flia, I
"Oh, no. They go and stay a month.
could not stand straight I took FolThe day before they return I start on
CT0EE3
DSUG
ALL
AT
ey's Kidney Remedy. One dollar bota two weeks' trip; that gives me six
tle rnd part of fie seeoml cured me
weeks of rest" Cleveland Plain
ert.'rely" It will euro yon. O.
Sehaefer and Red Cross Draff Co.
.
Dealer.
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BOSS PATENT FLOUR
r

And You Will Always Have

THE

BOSS BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

Wholesalers of
General MercHandiMe
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

T5he
6d
At Tho
29TH. ANNUAL NEW MEXICO FAIR AND RESOURCES EXPOSITION.

ALBUQUERQUE
11-1-

1909.

6,

Will Be

1

well-know- n

ANTI-SALOO-

Anti-Saloo- n

con-didn-

anti-liqu-

I

111-

A

1

A Real

Wei

If

It's

For Women's Ills
I

Airship

Tafti

that will make the flights each day.

The Great Southwestern Marathon Race.

High Class Running and Harness Races.
Base Ball Tournament
New and Instructive Amusements of all kinds.

Fruit, Stock and Mineral exhibits.
Special Excursion Rates on all Railroads.

JOHN B. McMANUS,

W. G. TIGHT,

President.

1

(Bett

two-third-

President William H.

E3
EJ21

,

Secretary.

Summer Rates East
Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, inc. 1909.

Faro For me Round Trip.
Pueblo, Colo.
Colorado Springs ...... ...
Denver

Kansas City,'J!.1o
St. Louis
Chicago,

III

.

'

$H'90

..

$ 13. 70
$16.60
$31.30

$40.30
$46.30

..

Final return limit October 31st 1909
For information regarding-othepoint6,
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
ticket office.
R. W. HOYT,
Agent.
The one man ln the world who is ln
is tho weather prognosUcator.

There is quite a difference between
keeping up appearance and beitig on
your uppers.

Delicious Banana Cream.
This recipe Is highly recommended
hv nnA nf nnr eorresnondenta: trv it
for desBert tomorrow.
Peel five large bananas, rub smooth
with five teaspoonfuls of sugar. Add
one teacup sweet cream beaten to a
stiff froth, then add one lOo package
dissolved ln 1V4
of Lemon JELL-teacups boiling water. Pour Into mold
and when cold garnish with candled
cherries. Serve with whipped cream,
or any good pudding sauce. JELLO
la sold by all Grocers at lOo per

Washington's Plague Spots.
Lie in the low, marshy bottoms of
the Potomac, the breeding ground of
malaria germs. These germs cause
chills, fever and ague, biliousness.
Jaundice, lassitude, weakness and general debility and bring suffering and
death to thousands yearly. But Electric Bitters never fail to destroy them
and cure malaria troubles, "They are
tonic and cure for
the best
malaria I ever used," writes R. M.
James of Louellen, S. C. They cure
stomach, liver, kidney and blood trou
bles and will prevent typhoid. Try
them, 60c. Guaranteed by all

no danger of being spoiled by success

d
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THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE DRY FARMING
THE

BEST

Short Orders and Regular Dinner
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

SEVEN

CONGRESS

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

iLunlcation first ail
DENTIST
third Thuisdays u
Suite
Both
Crockett Building.
4,
each month. Visit-laphones at office and residence.
ferotiers. cordial- Geo. H. Klnkel, W. It,
41 invited.
DR. G. L. JENKINS
Ckas. H. Bporleder, Secretary.

TORE HIS SKI

Pre!
Talk
-

SCOPE

Billings, Mont., Aug. 4. Secretary ernors' day" when the chief execuJohn T. Burns has Issued the official tives of many western states will adThe personal
call for the fourth annual session of dress the congress.
representatives of many foreign nathe Dry Farming congress, to be held
tions will participate in the program."
1909. The
at Billings October
In connection with the congress will
call is addressed to the president of be held the Second International Dry

PHYSICIANS.

A

AUG. 4, 1909

OF WORLD. WIDE

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CXAPMAN LODGE NO. t. A. T. ft A.
M.
Regular eonv

WEDNESDAY,

Sf

KJJ

f

("VVV

OFF III SHREOS

AY, papa," P.obby
"Now er
begHV.

you know what
you said once."

Bobby's

father

laid down his

Itching was Intense Humor Spread
from Hands to Body Work Interrupted and Sleep Often Impossible
Disease Resisted Treatment

pa-

per and frowned
BUT CUTICURA CURED
thoughtfully.
"Was it somethe United States, the diplomatic rep- Farming exposition, October
HIM IN THREE WEEKS
thing
unusually
resentatives of foreign nations, min- The exposition committee, with memhe
brilliant?''
isters and secretaries of agriculture bers In all western states and foreign
asked.
"Or was
"My trouble commenced aboutoftwo
of all countries, governors of states, countries represented in the congress,
It Just one of my years
an
ago and consisted, at firtt,
eruption oi m a i
presidents of agricultural colleges, has begun active and elaborate prepeveryday
on my
Eustules Thee
DENTIST
state land boards, state engineers, aration for assembling exhibits ot dry
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER? NO. J.
"It was about
lre
spread later to other
state boards of agriculture, natiot il, farmed products, represeT,inac
my passing at school."
w KnighU Templar Regular
parts of my body,
'
assoof
state
arid
world.
Tha
the
and
tall
districts
Shoe
Over
Store
county
agricultural
and the itching at
Hedgcock's
"It did look somewhat doubtful." his
eouclave second Tuesday Id
ft
times was intense, so
delstock
live
or
Invites the appointment of twenty
ciations,
grange lodges,
Phone Vega 79
father said solemnly. "I hoped at first
much so that I litereach month at Masonic
associations, horticultural societies, egates by each governor of a tsts, that you would make it but I'm willally tore tbe skin off
8. Clark,
7 JO P- in ehreds in seeking
mayors of territory or province, ten delectus hy ing to make allowances, so If you
rmpl,
F. R. LORD, DENTI8T
county . commissioners,
The awful
relief.
Tamme Reorder.
7. G., Chart
cities, presidents of towns, all com- mayors of cities and county commis- didn't get through "
interfered
itching
I
but
did!"
"Oh,
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams)
with
mercial bodies, railroad and immigration sioners; five delegates by agricultural
my work con"Good! Let me congratulate you!"
and also
siderably,
companies and members of the organizations, commercial, forestry,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER KO. 8, ROY- - Office Pioneer Building, over Graad
kept me a w a k
shook hands formally and then
They
several
doctors and
nights. I tried
,al Arch Masons. Regular Leader. Rooms 8 and 4. Phone Dry Farming congress. toIn addition0 horticultural and national or state Bobby settled back In the big chair.
used a number of different ointments
about
to these the call is sent
live stock associations; two delates
Main 67
"It was an awful lot of work," he and lotions but received practically no
eoBTocatlon first Monday in
obnra-ber- s
individual farmers and others in- by local live stock association-:said. "Specially hist'ry. Gee, there benefit. Finally I settled down to th
each month at Masonic
use of Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Ointment
in
west.
the
or ain't nobody but Mamie Kelly can re- and
in
terested
trade
of
of
boards
commerce,
agriculture
R.
m.
M,
Cuticura Keooivent Pills, with the
ATTORNEYS.
7:30
p.
Temple,
member
half
stuff.
that
Susie Herrick result that in a few davs all itching had
The call outlines the objects of the other commercial bodies.
Railroad
Williams. II. P- - ntoas. H.
27
for her mark, but she ain't go- ceased and in about three weeks' time
as follows:
GEORGE H. HUNKER
companies are entitled to fo.ir dele- got
j congress
my eruption had disaping up anyhow and she says she don't all traces I of
4porleder, Secretary.
methods
have had no trouble of thia
"To
and
discuss
chief
of
executives
compare
peared.
nations,
gates,
care.
I
bet
she
all
Oh,
does,
Attorney at Law
j
kind since. H. A. KruUkoff, 5714
right!"
by which the great area of arid land ministers or secretaries of agricul"Of course she does."
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., November
Office: Veeder Block. Las Vegas, New can be profitably utilized under thor- ture, United States senators or
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
"Anyhow, I'm glad she ain't going 18 and 28, 1&07."
Mexico.
exto be In my room next year. She's the
natural rain"
or
which
the
'
ough
tillage
college
by
agricultural
Knights of Pythias
, periment
fall can be conserved.
station officers or faculties limit Billy says she's the stingiest
meet ever Monday
'
GEORGE E. MORRISON
"To encourage the use of methods and various public officials cnghg;i girl he ever seen. She never gives
evening In Castle
even a girl a bite when she's got an
Hull, Visiting Knight
by which, in districts where rainfall in, or whose duties bring them In conEffected by Cuticura Soap,
and then she thinks we're fierce
axe cordially Invited.
is slight, or irrigation water is lira- tact with agricultural work, b virtue apple
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
if we don't let her have some of ours
Ointment and Resolvent.
LP. HAVENS,
ited, the actual productive acreipe of their position, are entitled to seats I'm glad she didn't pass."
The agonizing itching and burning of
Chancellor Command-- the skin, as in eczema; the frightful
er.
in the congress.
"Here, young man, don't talk that scaling,
Office: Wheeler Bldg. E. Las Vegas can be Increased.
as in psoriasis; the loss of hair
W.D. KENNEDY.
be-closer
create
"To
announces
The
call
elaborate
way."
prepand
crusting of scalp, as in seal led head;
Keeper ot Record and
"Well, I don't care. I am glad. All the facial disfigurement, as in acne and
tween the government and state ex-- 1 arations at Billings for the entertain
Seal
Diocese Defined.
the fellers are sore at her. Now, Nel- ringworm; the awful
suffering of infants,
perts im charge of dry farming ex-- ment of delegates and visitors during lie
anxiety of worn-ou- t
parents, as ia
Foster passed all right I thought and
When Rev. Ethelbert Talbot, bishop
1
farm-or
rheum
all demand a
salt
actual
the
and
tetter,
work
f
the
perimental
congress and the organiza'.'on
Lonat
first
she
was
of
central
in
didn't, 'cause I seen her remedy of extraordinary virtues to sucPennsylvania,
1ALBY LODGE, NO. 77, FRATERa general information buroa'i. All Indon not long ago his fame as the era of the arid districts.
sitting in a corner crying. I ast her cessfully cope with them. That CutiOF AMERICA
NAL UNION
for
"To
the
to
the what's the matter and she said she cura Soap, Ointment and Resolvent
carrying quiries should be addressed
plans
enlarge
cowboy bishop" brought thousands
(liquid or pills) are such stands proven
MerU first and third Wednesday of of young boys and girls to hear him on a great educational propaganda ty secretary of the congress, John T. was sorry for Susie Herriok.
Say,
by unquestioned testimonials.
each month at Fraternal Brother- speak wherever be went In one of which,, eventually, the arid districts Burns, at Billings, Montana. The call wouldn't that make you laugh?"
Cutlmni Snap (25c.) to ClmnM the SktD. Cutletirm
to HmU th 8km and Cuticura,
(5(!e.)
"Nellie Foster seems to be the right Ointment
Rr.aolvnt 50c.). or In the form of Chocoiatu Coalrd
hood halL Chas. Trambley, F. M.; his talks to the youngsters, he held of the entire world can be populated is issued over the signatures of F'.uk
2.Sc per vial of 80) to Purify the Bi'iort. Sold
Pills.
throughout the world. Potter Drug A Cbem. Corp..
Bertha C. Thornhlll, Secretary. Vis- them spellbound by telling them of by prosperous and contented agricul-turlst- C. Bowman, chairman of the national sort, Bobby
Mas.
"Oh, sure she is. I gave her my Sole Prnpa.. Hofltoo.
his diocese in Wyoming, which 'was
Free. Cuticura Book oo Skin Plirnaa
Invited.
members
cordially
of
executive
committs9
the
congress, Taft button and she stopped crying.
iting
more thickly populated in the old days
to
"To encourage legislation looking
and P. B. Moss, chairman of the Mon- It's busted some, but she
with bears and Indians than with
caq glue it
x
If a criminal doesu't want to be
Increased federal and state appropria tana board of control.
I told her I was glad she'd be in my
KEBEKAH LODGE, I. O. O. F., Christians.
more
room
he should avoid freckles.
of
next
establishment
for
the
spotted,
tions
year."
finished
When
he
had
with
bis
de
fourth
Thursday
meets second and
was
t
handsome
"That
of
employ-menthe
you."
BOOSTS
TAFT
stations,
PRESIDENT
he
asked the English chil experimental
evenings of each month at the I. scription
"Well, anyhow, I'm glad it's sum Cured Hay Fever and Summer Cold
GOOD-ROAof more field experts and. the
dren if any one knew what a diocese
MOVEMENT
O. O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Beckw.
mer. I s pose you'll go on your fishing
A. S. Nusbaum, Batesville, Indiana,
ti- - j
was.
One of them promptly raised actual
these
all
of
now?"
writes: "Last year I suffered for
trip
N. G.;. Mrs. Deira Pep exd, V. G.; his hand.
cer4.
Taft
President
a
Washington, Aug.
tions in fixing and maintaining
"Not for awhile yet, but I have made three months with a summer cold bo
F. Dalley, Secretary; Ade-len- e
Mrs.
"What Is it, ray lad?"
tain recognized standard of methods has aain indicated his intart in all my arrangements."
distressing that It Interfered with, my
Smith, Treasurer.
"A diocese, my lord, la a body of for obtaining results from the opera- good roads, the latest expreiw1."!. le-"Say, papa, when youcast do you business. I had many aot the symp
doctor'a pre
land with a bishop on top and the tion of farms in the arid districts.
r.h a throw this way or twist your hand toms of hay fever, and
ine elicited in connection
was the answer.
scription did not reach my case, and
underneath,"
crooked
like
this?"
clergy
Viri
in
highw-iyof
movement
results
for
AND
better
and
SECOND
methods
"To study
I
medicines which seemt. Fr0. E. MEETS
Bobby stood with his feet planted edtook several
immeea3h
only to aggravate It. Fortunately I
dry farming operations in the various ginia," this taking shape in an
evenings
fourth Tuesday
imarms
and
his
in
'
squarely
waving
Woman Skilled as Woodworker.
insisted
having Foley's Honey
western states and In foreign coun- diate plan for a road from thy na minent danger of
month at 0. R. C. hall. Visiting
the lamp, and Tar. upon
It quickly cured me. My
who Is famous
In a letter and bis face was smashing
Colebrooke,
to
Lady
Richmond.
in
the
tlonal
W.
are
which
capitol
Invited.
represented
tries
very earnest
brothers are cordially
wife has since used Foley's Honey and
alike for her beauty, acompllshmenta
on the subject, the president says:
"Get my rod from the corner, and Tar with the same success." O. G.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W. Con- and skill as a political hostess, pos-- J congress.
"I regard this as part of the gen I'll show you," said his father.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
'To establish a better understandsesses a wonderfully complete car-- j
don, secretary.
edu- eral good roads movement
Bobby brought the rod almost reverin the
value-othe
of
agricultural
wood
ing
and
tenter's
carving shop ati
ently and placed it in his father's
There's little harmony In the hom
Here she has cation in the 'public schools of the country and I have pleasure in saying bands.
EASTERN STAR.' REGULAR C03U- - Abington, Lanarkshire.
no movement that
some
out
that
not
clever
turned
is.
there
west.
if
the wife does all the harping.
pieces
only
fourth ,
"It's harder than it looks," be
and
mnniR&tion becond
of work, but she has taught some of
"To bring to the attention of active know of that will have a mo-- e direst sighed when the lesson was over. "I
month.
each
of
Thursday evenings
the village girls on her husband's es- farmers the various theories and effect to alleviate the dlfflcultt-- s end don't believe I could hardly ever catch
The Laziest Vei in The World
All visiting brothers a and sisters are tate how to fashion wood by hammer
each farmer burdens of the farmer's life, wl'l a thing."
would not be contented to be kept ia
whereby
working
plans
a..
aaruu
and chisel.
cordially lnvitea. Mrs.
"You'd like camping," his father the house and doing nothing by rheum
assist in the general commercial, stimulate traffic, and add to the
said
Lady Colebrooke Is a clever sculptor may
Chaffln, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida
slowly. "The sky and the trees atism. Neither are you, who are
westmor?
of
the
the
life
people
of
general happiness
too and has exhibited at the Paris social and political
and active. Then don't neg
of
and
the
I don't
Beellnger, secretary.
than the establishment of gjid roads believe lappingmindthethewater.
lect the first twinge of an ache or
Salon. She shares with her husband ern states."
hard
you'd
parts,
I do not elthei' the flies and
"This will be strictly an agricultural throughout the country.
a love of all that is artistic and beautl- pain that ypu might think is Just a
mosquitoes and "crick."
Rub well with Ballard's Snow
o. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. ful, and to add to all these varied ac- and development congress," states think that because this may have been getting wet and tired."
and no matter what the
Liniment
at
four-ln- can
evening
automo
I
a
drive
"You
she
will
Monday
stimulated
bet
matter
wouldn't!"
every
meets
using
by people
Bobby cried, trouble is. it will
4,
complishments
the call. "All Irrelevant
disappear at once.
All
droschky-andvisit
Russian
a
"When
I'll
I'm
hand and
go Sold
man,
be eliminated. There will be a tech- biles is to be frowned nt'On, for while eagerly.,
their hall in Sixth street
Block Depot Drug Co.
Center
by
at;
three. M. A. P.
year."
Invited to
nical, practical farming, horticultural, persons using automobiles are hy no every
tog brethren cordially
Your mother's going to a hotel
E.v
livestock and development sections, means the most important in tho com- where you can play
tend C W. McAllister, N. G ;
You can always spot an Inferior per
tennis and I'll
Com'stock,, V. G.; R. O. William,
Anything to Oblige.
and it is expected that the world's munity, the fact that their t.hi'p in- come up later on."
son
by his superior air.
They were a very young and ob- best experimental authorities and ac- terest has focused the attention of ,"I don't know how to play tennis."
secretary; Vf. E. Crltes, treasurer;
trustee.
viously bride and brldegroomlsh look tual commercial farmers will be pres- the public on the movement, entitles
"You don't know how to fish, either,"
Intense Colicky Pains Relieved.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery
blB father said. "I've engaged a real
ing couple. On entering the little
to
credit."
them
will
ample
The
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ent
I suffered from In
program
some
"For
in the upper avenue the maid
Indian to cook for me and be guide tense colicky years
sesone
which would come
and
discussions
NO.
for
time
pains
open
room
to
a
BROTHERHOOD,
private
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wnicn i coma
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at
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times
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to
will
talks
at
sion
by
which chanced to be vacant t Tea was
"Oh, papa!"
102. meets every Friday night
find no relief," says I. S. Mason, of
'Gov the tee.
be
will
notable
featre
A
As
the
waitress
ers.
served.
and
ordered
building,
was
silent a long minute and Beaver Dam, Ky. "Chamberlain's
,vi-.vo- ii
Bobby
in the Schmidt
was leaving the room the young man
then he spoke hesitatingly.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
wBt ot Fountain Square, at elgnt discovered an important fault In the
was reeomended to me by a mend.
"You said " he began.'
w
are
memDers
'clock. Visiting
service.
After taking a few doses of the remedy
"Yes?"
presCook,
"Oh, waitress," he said, "may vre
"You said if I passed you'd see that I was entirely relieved. That was four
ilally welcome. Jas. N.
have a spoon?"
I had a lot of .fun this summer and years ago and there has been no reident; Jm. R. Lowe, secretary.
"Sure," said the girl; "I won't come
I don't call it a circus to go up to that turn of the symptoms since that time."
This remedy is for sale by all dealers.
back for ten minutes, and you can
COUNcrazy hotel."
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
room all to yourselves."
have
the
do
talk
you
that
"Why
way?"
meets second and
CIL No. 804,
"Well, I don't call that fun. Gee,
C. hall, Pion-e- r
R.
O.
fourth Thursday,
you got to stay so awful clean and
the lake never gets even rough
The Honest Proprietary Medicine
Visiting members are
bldg.
enough to be fun, swimming in it
eordially Invited. W. R. Tipton, has saved thousands of dollars to famIt's a regular girls' place."
ilies who could ill afford the expense
G. K.; B. P. Mackel, F. S.
to take Cardul, for your femala
"Would you rather stay at home?"
necessary to maintain the services of
"I should say not. All the fellers
troubles, because vs are sure It
and has answered the'
are going, somewhere." '
m o E MEETS FIRST AND THIRD a Dhvslcian,
vlll help you. Remember that
When the country's biggest cigar house
at purpose equally as well and often suc"Where do you want to go?"
this great femala remedy
Tuesday evenings each month,
y
V
"Camping!"
avitarnal Brotherhood HalL visit ceeded after our best physicians have
"In .the cold and the rain?
And
-e
cordially invited. failed. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
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Jno Thornhlll, president;
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Ward, Secretary.
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tat XtJji hit
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ure is that we have plenty
know."
has brought relief to thousands of
KXDMEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
"I'm blgger'n Billy," Bobby cried, inpany.
other sick women, so why not to
and
second
hall
every
Brotherhood
dignantly. "I could use your fisbpole
Far headache, backache.
smoke
The "Rothenberg's" a hand-mad- e
fourth Thursday, sleep at tie sighth
easy if I wan't afraid of busting it." 1 periodical
Seared With a Hot Iron.
pains, femala weak- welalv
His father regarded him thoughtVisiting brothers
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u
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cut with a knife bruised by slammed
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way
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thing needed at once is
thief of records and collector of Bucklen's
in
Arnica Salve to subdue
Suppose, instead, you bring me that
wampum.
small new one from behind the davenflammation and kill the pain. It s
earth's supreme healer, infallible for
port and see how it works." Chicago
J, E. ROSENWALD Lodge No. 645, I. boils, ulcers, fever sores, eczema and
Dally News.
r
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0. B. B. Meets every first Wednes- piles. 25c at all druggists.
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A
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Many a man who wants the earth
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to
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ways
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ganize a steal trust.
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August 3, 1909.
Temperature Maximum, 80; minimum, 51; ranee, 29; mean, 65.5.
Precipitation .59 of an Inch.
Humidity 6 a. m., 85; 12 noon, 65;
6 p. m., 81; mean, 74.
Forecast Local showers tonight or
Thursday.

Las Vegans came across him while
visiting that city recently and all report him as succeeding In business
there.

W. N. Rosenthal
new house on Sixth

riae Flour
Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

moved Into hU

This
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Call at our Store and look them over.
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County Assessor John H. York- and

at the Hub, his
corps of deputies, expect to De
quite 111 today, suffering with acute
through the arduous task of completindigestion.
ing the books of the county assessments by next Saturday evening.
Charles E. Thomas has been commissioned to be postmaster at Ful
The Santa Rosa auto stage was a
ton, N. M.
,
little late in getting started this
Get the best at Nolette'a barber morning, necessary repairs having to
be looked after at the local garag3
shop.
before "all aboard" was announced.

. Or BROWN

BULK SEEDS
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

For the

If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being- a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish'a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.
-

There will be a regular communica
T, tion of
Chapman lodge No. 2 A. F. A.
M., on Thursday evening August 5th.
On Friday evening the 6th there will
city license for Gus Lehmann's be a special communication for the
wagon expires on August 9, by purpose of conferring the third degree.
time he will be holding forth All members and visiting brethren
new building, immediately ad are urged to be present on these oc

Order
Turner.

First National Bank
LAS VEGAS.

your
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T
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The
lunch
which
in his
joining Bacharach Bros.'

NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL aud SURPLUS $130.000.00.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLPS,
Cashier..Ass't Cashier.
-

MONEY SAVED j

casions.

Summonses have been issued out of
Tony Cajal, a former tonsorial artist
in this city, whose wife and daughter the probate court here for Abran
visited here some months ago, Is now Maes, of Santa Rosa, to make report
on the guardianship of Isabel M.
a real estate dealer and land
pro-

moter In Los Angeles, Calif.

Several

SPRinCERS
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On Domestic Coal,

Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
f
per ton just wnat you want for cooking,
.

Free from Slate or Slack

A

D. W. CONDON
Phone Main 21
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We have it to suit the taste offall.
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Chicken

made from the choicest California grapes and guaranteed under, pure food law by Calwa Products
Co. of SanjFrancisco.
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Gal-lego- s,

minor heir and orphan of the
late Fermin Maldonado, who was pro
prietor of a little corner grocery store
on the West side at the time of his
death a few years ago.

This morning on the West side oc
curred the wedding of Miss Margarita
Ortiz to Juan C. Baca, a driver
for the Charles Ilfeld company.' The
ceremony took place In the Church of
Our Lady of Sorrows, B. Montoya acting as best man, and many friepds
of the couple being present.
This
evening a dance will be given in their
honor at Mackel's opera house.
The probate court in Las .Vegas has
granted letters of guardianship; under a $50 bond, to Mrs. Censlon R,
RoSanchez, mother of Santiago,
berta, Crucita and Silbestrie, aged. 11,
9, 7 and five years, respectively, on
the grounds of abandonment by Julio
Sanchez, the husband and father, who
Is said to be making his home In
Oklahoma, totally unmindful of those
here who bear his name.
The new Crystal itheater In the Pioneer 'building, on Douglas avenue, will
open this evening. The management
last night sent out very attractive post
cards announcing the opening, and
and if there was anyone in town who
failed to receive something in their
ftostofflce, box, or; from the postman
Oils morning, then If waa because
their name was not in the city direct
ory. The theater has been fitted up in
'fine shape and as the Management
says is "the house of quality and the
pride of (Las Vegas."

Phone Main 86

Try

best Meat

a Jatr of

in the

Ferndell
Preserves

,

City

Mrs. E. J. McAllister and family,
accompanied by Misa jSniith, a train-

The Las Vegas club announces a
Any boy or girl who can get the
smoker for Friday evening, at which
endorsement of three good citizens
there will be a general discussion of
and wishes to act as agent hre for
needful things in the community.
the Kansas City Star, morning, evening and Sunday editions, may call at
The Russian thistles suould be
this office and fill out a blank applimade to go, but they do not seem to cation for the
agency. A liberal offer
be going very rapidly. How about is made
the management of the
by
the enforcement of that city ordl
paper.
.
nance?

Cooi You Save Money?

OF

street

Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street

goto

ed nurse, have returned to the city
from a three weeks' camping trip
Demetrio, Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. near El Porvenir.
They report havAdolph Rivera, died of summer com
ing had a fine time, and as having
at
residence
the
of
its parents
plaint
caught many of the finest trout in
on the west side yesterday.
the Gallinas.

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

The

Fourth

918

TRADING CO.;

DEALERS IN
HAY and ORA FN,

' ALFALFA.

The bomeseekers' excursion cars
folk are figuring on
arrive In the city from the east thePresbyterianof a
purchase
printing plant, press
tomorrow afternooa.
included, in order that their church
paper, The Aurora, may be issued on
Jose Trujillo has weathered
a time twice a month. The
office will
spell of Illness that at one time be located in the mission
of
building
threatened to be fatal, and is able this
denomination on the West side.
to walk out occasionally.
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623 Douglas Avenue.
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cheap.

A Simple Test

Johnsen
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Bal-taz-

My house, 918 Fourth
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Las Vegas Roller Mills

.

IN PRICE

REASONABLE

law

,

Sixth Street.

LEVY,

The Latest and Nobbiest Thiog Out,

morning
argued the
street yesterday.
points concerned in the divorce case
of Felonisa Shoble de Mares vs.
II. M. Ross has accepted a position
Mares ?t al., before Chief Jusas a barber at Gregory's" for a few
William J. Mills.
tice
'
weeks.
H. M. Northrop, a clerk

:

The Princess AutoGoCart

George Heller has resigned bis position as driver of the city street
sprinkler and the East side fire wagon
and the place is now being filled by
Bert Kenney.
,

Succapaor to HENRY

-

Simpkins brothers, of the West
LOCAL NEWS.
side confectionery and bottling works,
have moved their store one door east of
Regular monthly bridge at the Com their former
location, where they have
mercial club tomorrow eveninng.
more elbow room.
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STORE

GOODS

Ludwifl Wm. Ilfeld.

Call and am thm low Trion will mr-prise you. We are agent for thu locality.

Phono Main 107

Too well known to require our commenda-
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PHONE MAIN 379
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EXCLUSIVE

All Ladles' House Wrappers, now on hand at Cost.
Boys' and Girls Indian Suits, worth St. SO, now 98c
See late shlmpment ol new Silk Under Skirts.
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Fancy Elberta Peaches

Buy any of the above at

AUG. 4, 1909
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A Fine, Large, Sweet Grape
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GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Phone 144 and 145

at

The question has been asked:
"What has become of the $450 in the
city park fund, according to, a report
by the city clerk some weeks ago?"
The interrogative is propounded by an
alderman, the number of whose ward
need not be mentioned, necessarily.

Boucher's

:

"THE COFFEE MAN"

AH Aboard for
Harvey's!
Carriage goes out Saturday
returns following Friday. Lear
Finch's Golden Wedding Ry, aged
at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
orders
In the wood. Direct from
distllUry U
you. At the Lobby, of course. H1J Tradlag Co's.

Ths best draft besr to ths city. At
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from bar The Lobby, of course.
rels on the bar.
.
Straight Guggenheim rye served
FOR REN T Good pasture with "plen ever the bar at the Antlers.
ty of good water. Mrs. Green.
Pabst's draught beer on tap only at
It you read it In The Optic it's ss. Opera bar.
;

SWEET PEAS
Pink, White, Lavender and Red, or Mixed.

SO

Cts

PER HUNDRED

Las
Vegas Greenhouses
PERRY
ONION. Prop. Phone Main 276

THE ffYGEIA ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED
PRICES:
2,000 lbs or more each delivery
IDS.
" "
I,UW to
200o

1,000 lbs.

to 200 lbs..
Less than 50 lbs.

"

50

4

M

CRYSTAL ICE CO..
v

"

"
M

-

.,

WATER

20c per

hundred

SUC

40c
50

t

75c

it

McGuIre & Webb

Phone Main 227

J. M. SENA.
Gzrtccfstet and! ISamlrmtar.

ComnjercialJDesignerand Suggester of Practical Ideas. Original
tinctive and Effective Designs. Phone 188 Main.
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